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ABSTRACT

The Navy Medical Department began fostering

the Total Quality culture in the summer of 1989 by

setting a strategic course of action with its

senior leadership. A review of the professional

literature suggested that senior leadership

commitment was a prerequisite for a successful

organizational transformation to the new paradigm

of Total Quality. The descriptive survey method of

research was selected for this project. The

Quality and Productivilty Self-Assessment Guide for

Defense Organizations was used to measure the

existing perception of the senior leadership of a

selected Navy medical treatment facility regarding

the climate for Quality within their organization.

Several methods were suggested to institutionalize

the above average Quality climate. By documenting

the status quo with a standardized survey

instrument, future researchers were provided a

baseline measurement against which to test the

nature and extent of progress in the Quality

transformation. It was recommended that the

Self-Assessment Guide be administered on a regular

interval as an index of the climate for Quality.
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CHAPTER ONE

IN ThWVU=IO

This paper is organized into six chapters.

Chapter One contains a review of the conditions

which prompted this study, a statement of the

management problem, a review of the literature

which considered the nature and effect of the

perceptions of senior leadership on an

organizational Quality transformation, and the

purpose of this study. Chapter Two describes the

method of research, provides an explanation of the

measurement instrument, and describes the manner of

data analysis. Chapter Three consists of analyses

and presentation of the data, with appropriate

discussion in Chapter Four. Chapter Five contains

the summary, conclusions, and recommendations of

the study. The final chapter provides a list of

referenced materials, and includes the tables,

figures and appendices.
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CONDITIONS WHICH PROWMD THE STUDY

Background

The Navy Medical Department must be able to

demonstrate progress in the implementation of Total

Quality. Although the Department of Defense is

required by Executive Order to implement Total

Quality Management, Congress reduced the 1990

Department of Defense Appropriations for Total

Quality Management implementation efforts because

Congress saw no way to track the progress of the

implementation of a "philosophy" (U.S. Congress,

1989). And, as an element of the Department of

Defense, the Navy and, likewise, the Navy Medical

Department must implement the philosophy of

continuous improvement, that is, Total Quality.

The United States has entered a global

economic age in which continuously improving the

quality of every product and service is rapidly

becoming an essential fact of life. This focus on

Quality has been predicted to be the key to

remaining at the forefront of any industry (Boeing,

1990). Other authors predict that Total Quality is
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the executive's key to survival (O'Halloran, 1989).

The federal government and other service industries

have begun adopting this new management philosophy

of continuous improvement.

Following the implementation of a Federal

Productivity Improvement program in 1986, President

Reagan issued a series of Executive Orders which

the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) supported

with various OMB directives. In April 1988, OMB

Circular A-132 was promulgated; it connected

quality improvement with productivity and

established continuous improvement as a federal

management principle (Appendix A). The highest

managerial levels of the Navy Department supported

the philosophy of continuous improvement even

before it became federal policy (Zentmyer and

Krieger, 1991). The Department of Defense

established the Defense Productivity Program Office

to support the Total Quality initiative. The

Secretary of the Navy established an Executive

Steering Group in 1989. The Navy Executive

Steering Group formed a vision statement for the
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Navy and developed the needed committee structure.

When Admiral Frank B. Kelso, II became the Chief of

Naval Operations (CNO), his recommended reading

list included the continuous improvement philosophy

classic Kaizen by Imai among the strategy, history

and leadership texts. The new CNO published an

adapted version of Deming's fourteen points for

management as applied to the Department of the Navy

(Appendix B).

The Department of the Navy has begun the

cultural transformation to this continuous

improvement oriented style of leadership. This

emerging leadership style has been in use by the

Navy at certain shore installations since the mid

1980s. Total Quality Leadership, as it is

currently called in the U.S. Navy, is what Admiral

Kelso wants practiced from the top down. Although

the motivation to participate in the Total Quality

transformation is typically based on a management

perception of crisis and potential economic

collapse, the United States Navy is not subject to

the same global market economy. Base closures and
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budget deficits not withstanding, the Navy and

Marine Corps are not on the verge of organizational

collapse. In fact, in a recent interview, Admiral

Kelso said that he has instituted Total Quality

Leadership in a "superior organization with

enthusiastic, well-trained dedicated people"

(Kelso, 1991). Continuous improvement has become

the underlying theme of Total Quality Leadership in

the Navy and in the Navy Medical Department.

Implementation

The implementation of Total Quality Leadership

has been the number one priority of the Navy

Surgeon General since the late 1980s. Management

concepts drawn from the writings and lectures of W.

Edwards Deming have been in use in various sections

of the U.S. Navy since 1984 (Zentmyer and Krieger,

1991). The customer orientation and emphasis on

quality improvement as the primary means for

improved organizational effectiveness embodied in

the Deming management concepts have provided the

senior leadership of the Navy medical department

with sufficient impetus to undertake the cultural
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change necessary for this new way of managing. At

the 1989 Surgeon General's conference for

commanding officers of naval medical installations,

Total Quality Leadership was presented as the

future of Navy Medicine (Zimble, 1990). At this

conference, senior leadership of the Navy Medical

Department pledged their commitment to this new way

of doing business.

Implementation of this cultural transformation

requires training and commitment at all levels of

the organization. An effective Total Quality

training plan should cover principles and concepts

of total quality, statistical methodology skills,

group development skills, and knowledge about

changing organizational culture (Greebler and

Suarez, 1989).

The implementation of Total Quality should be

highly flexible and tailored to the specific

organizational culture. It is the behavior of

management, the senior leadership, that will

establish the necessary organizational climate for

the Quality transformation. According to
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researchers at the Navy Personnel Research and

Development Center, it is possible to pcedict

potential success of Total Quality implementation

efforts. They identify top management motivation

and commitment as the number one factor to be

considered in predicting successful Total Quality

implementation (Greeblbi. and Suarez, 1989).

Moving Total Quality from a concept to a

reality requires the commitment of top management

(Nackel, 1991). The concept of Total Quality has

been adopted by many organizations and industries

throughout the United States. Each has tailored

the process to fit the unique characteristics and

climate or culture of that organization. However,

regardless of the culture of the organization, the

various Total Quality initiatives have shared these

basic characteristics: 1) customer orientation, 2)

leadership responsibility for Quality, 3)

improvement as a continuous process, and 4) total

involvement of everyone in the organization

(Deming, 1986; Feigenbaum, 1988; Naval, 1989). The

construct of leadership commitment as it relates to
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the successful implementation of Total Quality is

the focus of this paper.

Barriers

Building a Total Quality culture in any

organization is a leadership challenge that far

exceeds the routine requirements of day-to-day

management (Deal, Kennedy and Spiegel, 1983). The

basic culture of an enterprise is shaped by the

products and services the organization provides.

In order to develop a service oriented culture,

management must provide the model. The commitment

of senior leadership to the philosophy of total

quality must be reinforced by the daily actions and

behavior of management. The employees' capacity to

provide high quality service is directly related to

the quality service they receive as internal

customers of management (Albert, 1989).

Top management must be committed to the need

for this change in philosophy. It can be safely

presumed that the senior management of a

bureaucracy, such as the Navy Medical Department,

reached their high level in the organization by
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exhibiting behaviors that were supported by the

paradigms of the past. The literature indicates

that the world view of tomorrow's leaders must be

transformed to a new commitment to total quality if

the organization is to meet the demands of the

future. This commitment to quality will be

reflected in their attitude toward the features of

total quality. Measurement of this attitude would

provide an objective means of predicting the

successful transformation to the new paradigm.

However, the true and honest attitude of

individuals toward Quality may be subtle and

difficult to discern. There may be a reluctance on

the part of many individuals to give vocal

expression to their feelings and attitudes on

controversial or negative matters. Fear of

retaliation or reprisal may result in a chilling

effect on open discussion of any shortcomings or

areas of deficiency within the organization.

Another consideration in attitude measurement is

that an individual may temper the sharing of

potentially unacceptable opinions and attitudes to
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avoid confrontation or embarrassment. According to

Thurstone and Chave (1929,p.7),

" if (he) is not intentionally

misrepresenting his real attitude on a

dispute question, he may nevertheless

modify the expression of it for reasons

of courtesy, especially in those

situations in which frank expression of

attitude may not be well received."

Naval Medical Department leaders are socialized

into a corporate culture that requires them to be

loyal to their seniors as a matter of tradition and

discipline. Suggesting improvements to existing

processes may be interpreted as suggesting that

their seniors are not performing in an optimal

manner. Such suggestions could be labeled

insubordinate or disloyal. However, within the

military organizational culture, there is an

acceptable method to report a perceived deficiency

in the system. In the official report of a

presumed deficiency, the corporate culture requires

an accompanying solution or proposed remedy. In
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other words, any one may point out organizational

deficiencies to the extent to which that individual

has an idea of how to improve the situation, or

knows what should be done instead of maintaining

the status quo. Without profound knowledge of the

intricacies of the process in question, a well-bred

officer may be reticent to complain because without

profound knowledge, a comprehensive solution or

remedy is not self-evident. The total quality

concept of process teams is a viable solution to

this dilemma.

To further complicate the factors which may be

barriers to the successful implementation of the

new philosophy of continuous improvement, human

nature toward change of any sort must be addressed.

Resistance to change is a well-documented human

condition and should be anticipated in even the

most committed leaders. Edwards (1957) stressed

that an individual may have both positive and

negative attitudes associated with the same object.

Senior leadership may be committed to total

quality, yet still have misgivings about its
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implementation. Because of this, suggestions for

improvement may be withheld. On the other hand, an

experienced individual is familiar and somewhat

comfortable in the status quo, and may focus on the

negative aspects involved with the proposed change.

The effects of the change may be unknown,

undesired, or, at a minimum, unfamiliar. It is a

human trait to be cautious about change, to be

resistant to change. The supposition of how

proposed changes will negatively impact us, and the

inclination to keep things the way they are, is not

unique to the modern era. As Shakespeare penned

for Hamlet, "we'd rather bear those ills we have

than to fly to others we know not of."

Leadership and Quality Climate

Senior Leadership attitude toward their

organizational climate for quality is often

reflected in their day-to-day actions. Navy

Medical Department leaders have committed

themselves to the total quality philosophy. These

healthcare managers agree that quality is the key

to the future. However, in a recent survey, less
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than half of the healthcare executives surveyed

were confident that their own organization had

created the proper environment or organizational

climate in which quality work can flourish (Powers,

1988). The senior leadership of a Navy Medical

treatment facility influences the organizational

climate by its day-to-day actions. If the

organizational climate, as perceived by the senior

leadership, has become favorable for a Quality

transformation, then the actions of these senior

leaders will further enhance that Quality climate

and have significant impact on the successful

implementation of Total Quality initiatives.

Because the senior leadership of an organization

sets policy and, in many cases, dictates process

within that organization, these leaders have

control over the organizational climate.

Therefore, it was deemed desirous to assess the

existing status of the senior leadership's

perception about their organizational climate for

Quality.
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STAT=INT OF THE MANAGEMENT PROBLEM

Research is usually motivated by the existence

of a problem. Formal problem statements and their

accompanying hypotheses advance scientific

knowledge by helping the investigator confirm or

disconfirm theory (Kerlinger, 1986). Scientific

knowledge about Total Quality in the healthcare

industry is largely restricted to anecdotal

writings and experiential reports. And, although

the Navy Medical Department is training its

leadership in Total Quality tools and techniques

considered essential to successfully meet the

challenges of the future, there is no scientific

measurement of the status quo. The literature

review which follows in this chapter indicates a

generally accepted relationship between the

commitment of senior management and the eventual

success or failure of their organizational

transformation into the new Quality paradigm. It

can be safely presumed that the senior leadership

of the Navy medical department reached their high

standing in the organization by exhibiting
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behaviors that were supported by a particular

paradigm. The literature indicates that the world

view of successful leaders must be reshaped,

transformed to a new paradigm with a focus on Total

Quality, if the organization is to successfully

meet the changing demands of the future.

If Navy medicine follows the pattern of other

industries as reported in the literature, the

successful implementation of Total Quality will be

dependent on the commitment of the senior

leadership to transform the organizational culture.

Their attitude and perceptions about the Quality

climate of the organization will be the key

predictor of success. Because the literature

suggested that the commitment of senior management

is a prerequisite to the Quality transformation, it

appeared logical to assess the perceptions of the

senior management of a selected Navy medical

treatment facility toward the Quality climate of

their organization.
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The management problem: What is the current

perception of Navy Medical Department leaders

toward the Quality climate in their organization?
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REWIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

Much has been written about the current focus

on Quality. The professional literature and the

popular press contain numerous references to the

global emphasis on Quality. For the purposes of

this paper, the literature was reviewed to provide

a frame of reference for the study of the shift in

managerial paradigms to Total Quality.

Specifically, the literature was reviewed for the

role of organizational leadership in the

transformation, and the nature and effect of the

organizational climate for Quality on that

transformation.

One of television's most successful and

historic documentaries was aired on June 24, 1980.

Lloyd Dobyns was the narrator of NBC's "If Japan

Can.. .Why Can't We?" The documentary was about the

rise of industrial productivity in Japan as

compared to the decline of the United States as an

economic world power due to poor quality

workmanship and high costs. In the final fifteen
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minutes of the broadcast, Dobyns featured a

relatively unknown statistician and management

theorist who lived in the heart of Washington, D.C.

and who had been instrumental in the Japanese

industrial revolution. During the televised

interview, this statistician, Dr. W. Edwards

Deming, described his work in Japan which resulted

in the Japanese using statistical methods to give

the world "the products of statistical control of

quality in a form that the world never saw before"

(Walton, 1986). When Deming assured Dobyns that

the same methods would work in the United States,

he was asked why Americans were not using these

distinctly successful methods. Deming's reply:

"there's no determination to do it. We have no

idea what's the right thing to do. (we] have no

goal." (Walton,1986,p.19). According to Deming,

"the biggest problems that most any company in the

Western world faces...are self-inflicted, created

right at home by management that are off-course"

(Walton, 1986,p.xii). Clearly, Dr. Deming placed

the blame for American loss of global prominence
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and for organizational inefficiency squarely on

the organizational management. Management was

responsible for the economic survival of the

organization. Yet, the Japanese were quickly

surpassing the American industrial giants. How did

American management get off track? Under what

paradigm of management were American managers

operating that allowed the United States to slip

from global economic prominence?

The Scientific Management Paradiam

According to Thomas S. Kuhn, scientific

development is a succession of tradition-bound

periods punctuated by non-cumulative breaks. The

science of management follows a similar

developmental path. He writes that "investigation

of a given specialty at a given time discloses a

set of recurrent and quasi-standard illustrations

of various theories in their conceptual,

observational, and instrumental applications.

These are the community's paradigms, revealed in

its text books, lectures, and laboratory exercises"

(Kuhn, 1970, p.43).
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The paradigm development of management science

is similar to other paradigms. The paradigm of

scientific management can be tracked historically

to the century following the founding of the United

States. The American continents were colonized for

economic purposes. The New World was a vast

expanse of untapped resources which the European

community needed. In the final quarter of the 18th

century, the United States of America declared its

political independence. However, with only an

agricultural base to support its economy, the newly

formed United States lacked the broad manufacturing

base necessary for true economic independence.

Therefore, after the Revolutionary War, the leaders

of this fledgling nation moved rapidly to establish

a strong domestic manufacturing base and to build

the necessary supporting domestic infrastructure.

Guilds, the prevailing European system of

managing for quality, were present in the early

United States. Production workers were taught the

skills of a particular trade during an

apprenticeship under the tutelage of a master
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craftsman. The guild concept ensured that

manufactured goods met the needs of the customer

and the quality standard of the trade. The master

craftsman inspected the work of the apprentice or

journeyman to assure the quality of the final

product; the master ensured that the work met

specifications. As shops grew larger to meet the

demands of a burgeoning economy, a full time

inspector replaced the master craftsman in this

quality assurance function (Juran and Godfrey,

1990).

The training of a journeyman craftsman was an

arduous process requiring years of apprenticeship.

The United States needed to expand its economic

base more rapidly than the guild system allowed.

Immigration to the freedom of America brought a

large, willing work force ready to do its best to

support the economic base. Yet, in the flood of

immigrants was a mere trickling of master

craftsmen. The schools were not especially useful

in providing the training required. Language was a

barrier to training because few immigrants could
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read or write in English. Still others were

fundamentally illiterate even in their native

language. The shortage of skilled craftsmen

coupled with the plenitude of unskilled laborers

yielded fertile ground for the emergence of a new

manufacturing paradigm.

Frederick W. Taylor, often called "the father

of scientific management," was engaged in the new

field of industrial engineering. Taylor proposed a

management paradigm to support the revolution which

was reshaping the manufacturing industries. This

new science of management separated the management

function of planning from the work force function

of production. Production and individual

productivity were increased by scientifically

designing production tasks in a manner which

allowed these repetitive production tasks to be

performed by semi-skilled or unskilled laborers.

The knowledge and experience of the increasingly

rare master craftsmen were analyzed by specially

trained industrial engineers. Together, the

craftsmen and the engineers planned the work
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production processes for execution by the abundant,

unskilled work force. The Taylor system of

management greatly increased manufacturing

productivity. The guild system faded from

prominence. The United States, with its abundant

natural resources, quickly became the most

productive nation in the world. With limited

global competition, American management became

focused on productivity; quality was second

priority.

The inspection approach to quality was

consistent with the scientific management paradigm.

However, by identifying defects at the end of the

process, the quality inspectors added

administrative complexity to the organization

without adding any value. Defective items were

returned for rework if possible. Otherwise, these

defective products were sorted out as waste, a

complete loss to the organization.

By the late 1940s, industrial quality control

was a science unto itself. Sophisticated
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statistical techniques were applied to the

manufacturing inspection process. Shewhart, a

statistician at the Bell Telephone Laboratories,

made the observation that the same part produced by

a single operator on a single machine was likely to

show a normal variation over time (1925).

Understanding variation as an ordinary occurrence

in manufacturing led to the development of several

basic statistical tools such as run charts, control

charts, cause and effect (Ishikawa) diagrams, and

pareto charts (Garvin,1988). The Shewhart

Plan-Do-Check-Act wheel of process improvement was

introduced as an early statistical quality control

tool (Shewhart, 1931), and is an integral part of

the continuous improvement process used today by

the Hospital Corporation of America.

It is clear that American industry was not

unfamiliar with statistical quality control. These

scientific methods were in common use by the

inspection departments of the manufacturing

industry. During World War II, the United States

economy was placed on a war footing with limited
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manufacture of civilian goods. After the war, with

the destruction of the European industrial base and

the devastation of the entire Japanese culture, the

United States was the only world power capable of

meeting the post-war industrial needs of the entire

world for manufactured goods. Mass production,

with its emphasis on high output rather than high

quality, became the renewed focus of American

industry. And, while history reflects the post-war

period as a time of American world dominance and

prosperity, it is now apparent that during the

following forty years, American industry forgot the

quality and statistical methods that had made this

dominance and prosperity possible (Seidman, 1991).

Japan began to outproduce the United States in

selected markets with high quality goods and was

quickly becoming a leading global economic power.

The 1980 NBC documentary on the Japanese

industrial transformation marked the beginning of a

shift in managerial paradigms. Shocked out of

their complacency, even large, bureaucratic

organizations such as Xerox and IBM have begun the
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move into the strategic aspects of Total Quality.

Once these giants of industry made the shift to

Total Quality, the new practices moved from the

sidelines, the "fringes," to center stage and

quickly became the new ideal to emulate (Kanter,

1989).

The Paradiam Shift to Total Quality

Members of a profession learn their trade by

studying and practicing solved problems and proven

techniques. Kuhn (1970) continues his discourse on

the priority of paradigms by reminding us that

while observers may agree that a "new" theory has

produced an apparently permanent solution to a

group of outstanding problems, they may still

disagree about the particular abstract

characteristics that make these solutions

permanent. That is, they agree on the

identification of a paradigm without agreeing on a

full interpretation or rationalization of it.

Kuhn's ideas are clearly applicable to the recent

revolution in management science to the new

paradigm of "Total Quality."
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Many writers, management consultants, and

chief executive officers of varied industries

accept the need for a total quality focus. The

specific application techniques vary with the

particular industry and author, and with the

organizational values and culture. The literature

contains some inconsistency in the recommended

emphasis areas and the particular intervention

strategies. Crosby says quality is free in 1979,

then focuses on the role of management in the

quality process in his later work (1984). In 1964,

Joseph Juran introduces a new concept of the

manager's job, and, in 1989, publishes an executive

handbook on leadership for quality. Kaouru

Ishikawals guide to quality control is translated

into English in 1982; he later publishes an English

language text to explain total quality control

(1985). Masaaki Imai tells us "kaizen" is the key

to success under the new paradigm (1986). Despite

the various approaches to total quality advocated
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by recent authors, there is consistency across the

board which demands a fundamental paradigm shift to

the Total Quality philosophy of management.

The functions of management were previously

characterized into the categories of planning,

organizing, staffing, directing, coordinating,

reporting and budgeting. Gulick and Urwick

categorized the prevailing and recommended

management style as "control," while the new

paradigm of management calls for "cooperation."

The new focus on total quality calls for managers

who are prepared to lead their organizations in

quality planning, quality improvement, and quality

control (Zuran, 1988). The modern management

experts who concern themselves with the new quality

include such notables as Juran, Deming, Ishikawa,

Feigenbaum, Crosby, and others. They make the

point repeatedly that the job of management is to

focus on improving the processes in which people

work. Senior management assures the economic

survival of the organization and provides the

leadership necessary for improving quality (Deming,
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1986; Juran, 1989). According to Ishikawa (1982,

1985), if managers are to lead the quality

transformation they must learn the fundamentals.

These fundamentals include the meaning of quality

with its emphasis on the customer and the role of

process; the sponsorship and encouragement of teams

to improve processes; and the meaning of

statistical thinking and its link to appropriate

management action.

Total Quality is a difficult concept to

understand because it is so broad and complex.

Additionally, each part of an organization has its

own views as to the meaning of total quality (Snee,

1990). The development of systems for achieving

total quality is a management responsibility. The

senior leadership of an organization must engage in

statistical thinking at the concept level in order

to create these systems. According to Snee, the

scientist in the statistics community at the

operational level tends to view statistical

thinking from a "tool" viewpoint with little focus

at the concept level. It is the role of management
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to draw from the tools used at the operational

level and build systems of statistical process

control at the managerial level. The management

system is the aligning link between the strategic

direction of an organization and its related

operational activities. The Snee model of Total

Quality (Figure 1) includes tools, systems, and

strategic key ingredients to achieve total quality.

One of the ingredients key to the successful

implementation of Total Quality is management

leadership (Snee, 1990).

The managerial paradigm of total quality

includes a particular emphasis on statistical

thinking. However, a renewed emphasis on

statistical quality control is only part of the new

paradigm. Statistical methods alone are not

enough. There must be a bedrock philosophy of

management with which statistical methods are

consistent. Deming developed his famous "Fourteen

Points" to reflect just such a broad philosophy.

Deming's fourteen points of management, according

to the 1986 Walton book, The Demina Management
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Method, and the 1986 Deming book, Out of the

Crisis, are provided as a rudimentary set of

philosophical guidelines (Appendix C).

Each organization must develop its own

adaptation of Deming's fourteen points, an

adaptation which is suitable to its particular

corporate culture. The Navy Medical Department is

under the influence of the corporate culture of the

United States Navy, as well as the cultural

idiosyncrasies of the American healthcare industry.

As explained earlier in this chapter, the CNO has

published a Navy adaptation of Deming's fourteen

points. This Navy interpretation of the total

quality fundamentals for management were reviewed

in the "conditions which prompted the study"

section of this paper. Gillem (1988), Naval (1989)

and others have interpreted the fourteen points as

they apply to the field of hospital quality and the

healthcare industry.

Additionally, the Deming philosophy has been

successfully applied in such diverse enterprises as
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the Ford Motor Company, Campbell Soup Company,

Florida Power and Light, American Telephone &

Telegraph, and several metropolitan alliance groups

(Walton, 1986). Successful implementation of the

Total Quality philosophy is a noteworthy

accomplishmer.

As an dcknowledgment of this accomplishment,

the United States government, a proponent of this

new management philosophy, established a national

award for quality. The United States Department of

Commerce, National Institute of Standards and

Technology, issued scoring guidelines for the

United States National Quality Award (1989).

Batalden et al (1989) suggested that those who seek

to learn the new global quality management should

draw from the Baldrige award categories to build

the necessary basic skills. An explanation of the

seven categories of the Baldrige award is provided

in Appendix D. It is noteworthy that the first

category reviewed is "Leadership." The Malcolm

Baldrige National Quality Award places strong

emphasis on the basic premise that senior
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leadership is responsible for creating and

sustaining a clear and visible quality value system

along with the supporting management system to

guide all activities of the organization. Because

competition for the Baldrige award is restricted to

"for profit" enterprises, the healthcare industry

established its own Quality award. The Healthcare

Forum/Witt award is scored in categories that mimic

the Baldrige award, with leadership commitment as

the first, key category. According to its

founders, the Healthcare Forum/Witt competition is

an annual award program to honor the unified vision

and commitment of a healthcare organization

leadership team whose combined efforts provide

quality products and services. Once again,

leadership commitment to total quality is

recognized as essential to the quality

transformation.

Any organization planning the transformation

into the total quality paradigm must have a basic

understanding of the concepts, tools and techniques

which have been helpful in the quality improvement
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efforts of other industries. These total quality

concepts are provided here in a cursory manner

only. A deeper understanding than suits the

purpose of this paper is needed to successfully

accomplish the actual quality transformation.

Processes and systems are the first conceptual

building block in total quality. A process is

defined by grouping in sequence all the tasks

directed in accomplishing one particular outcome

(Scholtes, 1988). Thinking in terms of processes

is perhaps the most profound change that occurs

during the quality transformation. When the work

force begins to look at processes, the work force

can develop a unified language and understanding of

the relationship between tasks. Viewing work as a

process facilitates the understanding that the

quality of what is produced is largely determined

by the quality of the input, not the dedication or

skill of the individual worker. Most processes are

established by the senior leadership in the

corporate office. Most of the people who know what

really goes on during the process are on the front
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lines. Feedback and communication between the

organizational levels is essential for process

improvement.

The concept of customer orientation follows

naturally from the concept of process. The people

and organizations that precede the series of tasks

identified as a process are the "suppliers," while

those who follow the process, who use the product

or service, are the "customers." Each worker is a

customer of preceding workers; likewise, each

worker has customers, the people to whom the worker

passes on his work. Understanding who the

customers are, and what they expect of the process

is the second key concept of Total Quality.

While a single individual using the total

quality methodology may be able to make process

improvements, rarely does a solitary person have

sufficient experience or hold a profound knowledge

of all the factors involved during a process.

Therefore, another total quality concept is

"teams." Major gains in quality and productivity

can result from a group of people pooling their
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skills, talents, and knowledge (Scholtes, 1988).

With training, these process teams can develop

effective and permanent solutions to complex and

chronic problems.

The core of the total quality methodology is

the scientific approach. This approach requires a

systematic method for individuals and teams to

learn about processes. Further, the scientific

approach requires decision making based on data

rather than hunches, a search for root causes

rather than superficial symptoms, and the

development of permanent solutions to maintain the

process in a state of control rather than quick

fixes that are no more than tampering. The

scientific approach may require sophisticated

statistics, formulae, and experiments. However,

the most common quality control tools are rather

simple to learn and use (Juran, 1988; Mizuno,

1988).

Scientific tools help management and the

process action teams visualize the process,
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pinpoint the problems and their causes, and

determine appropriate solutions. Table 1 provides

a simple reference chart from which to select

appropriate tools and when to use them. The most

common total quality tools are process flowcharts,

histograms, pareto charts, and Ishikawa (cause and

effect) diagrams. A brief overview of these tools

and their uses is provided in Appendix E. Two

other significant total quality tools are run

charts and control charts. An important

consideration in process improvement is whether the

process is currently under control. Variation

within limits is a natural occurrence; however, a

process cannot be improved permanently until after

it has been brought under control. One of the

total quality guidelines is "control, then

improve." A system that is in statistical control

has a definable identity and a definable capability

(Deming, 1986,p.339). The process action team can

work to improve the capability of a process only

after the process is in statistical control.
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In addition to the scientific tools, the total

quality methodology relies on several group dynamic

techniques. With its emphasis on the team, total

quality requires special knowledge and experience

working in groups to develop creative ways to

approach a process task (Scholtes, 1988). Three of

the most common group techniques used in total

quality are brainstorming, multivoting and nominal

group technique. These group decision making

tools, in conjunction with the scientific tools,

facilitate the work of process teams toward

continuous quality improvement.

The tools and techniques of total quality have

been included in a multitude of management texts

since the mid 1980s. The emphasis on the

application of these tools and their use in various

circumstances has varied with the industry under

consideration and with the specific author.

However, the basic concepts of Total Quality are

universal. The role of the senior leadership of

the organization in the design of sound processes

and the use of data driven decisions is unanimously
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supported as an a priori condition for a successful

quality transformation.

Total Ouality and Health Care

Lessons from business are often difficult to

apply in the complex environment of health care.

In the health care industry, external factors such

as reimbursement issues, and the incredible rate of

technological change are further complicated by the

organizational culture. The corporate culture of a

healthcare agency is influenced by myriad separate

professional inter-dependencies of the typical

health care staff with their individual

professional affiliations. These professional

affiliations are independent of the particular

hospital or healthcare agency in which the

individual healthcare provider renders service.

Nevertheless, hospitals are responsible for

services that are essential to society. Likewise,

government agencies provide essential social

services. It is crucial that these organizations

perform their functions effectively and

efficiently. Navy medicine holds the joint
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distinction of being both a part of the government

and a member of the healthcare industry. Both of

these corporate cultures must be taken into

consideration as the Navy Medical Department

implements the total quality philosophy.

How does the statistical quality control

philosophy of Total Quality apply to a service

industry such as health care? According to Peters

and Waterman in their best-selling book, In Search

of Excellence, "controlling quality in a service

business is a particularly difficult problem.

Unlike manufacturing, in which one can sample what

comes off the line and reject bad lots, what gets

produced in service businesses and what gets

consumed happens at the same time and in the same

place" (1982,p.xvii). Florida Power and Light, a

public utility company and winner of the Deming

prize, shattered the belief that Total Quality

could be successfully applied only to manufacturing

industries. In a service industry, the processes

may be more convoluted and inter-dependent than the

processes which are typically used in a
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manufacturing industry. However, there is evidence

that these service industry processes can be

brought into control and then improved using the

total quality tools and techniques (Reece, 1987).

Customer expectations of a service industry

are not entirely different than those applied to

the manufacturing industry. Service quality has

quantifiable attributes that can be measured,

controlled, and improved. These attributes include

reliability, responsiveness, competence, access,

courtesy, communication, credibilty, and security

(Garvin,1984;Inova, 1991). Reliability can be

defined as consistency of performance; an example

of this is the accuracy of billing. An example in

which responsiveness, the timeliness of service,

can be observed is in the turnaround time on

orders. Competence might be measured by the

professional credentials held by the staff.

Access, the ease of contact, is reflected in such

daily occurrences as busy signals on the telephone

and the attitude of front line contact people.

Service quality, not unlike manufacturing, can be
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enhanced through the application of the total

quality methodology.

A managerial focus on quality rather than

productivity is not a recently suggested philosophy

in health care. The healthcare industry has

historically been focused on quality improvement.

The process of modern patient care requires the

coordination of the efforts of many healthcare

professionals and allied support staff. The

outcome as perceived by the patient and the

providers is dependent upon the process applied to

the situation, and is clearly influenced by the

inputs to the process. Avedis Donabedian,

considered by many to be the "Father of quality

assurance" in health care, has written extensively

on the intricacies of quality in health care

(Donabedian,1966,1972,1980,1982,1983,1986,1988).

Florence Nightingale, one of the original

hospital administrators, called for an

industry-wide use of statistics in health care. By

comparing uniformly reported statistics, the health

care industry would have the information necessary
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to assess "the relative value of particular

operations and modes of treatment" and a

quantifiable means "to improve the treatment and

management of the sick and maimed" (1863,p.176).

In 1912, Codman began an "end-result"

assessment in an effort to improve health care. By

relying on objective measures of outcome whenever

possible, Codman's published results provided a

valid industry benchmark for comparison. This

highly influential report provided a useful

potential solution to the problems of hospitals in

that era (Codman, 1914).

Medical auditing by scientific methods was

developed by Lembcke in the 1950s. He stressed the

importance of developing state-of-the-art criteria

for quality care (Lembcke, 1956). His emphasis on

the need for explicit and objective measures of

quality was a precursor of the best patient care

evaluation methodologies in use today (Ostrow,

1983).

In 1986, the Joint Commission on the

Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations committed
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itself to a major project that became known as the

Agenda for Change. The intent of this project was

to create a "performance-based accreditation

process intended to stimulate continuous

improvement of the quality of care provided in

health care organizations" (O'Leary, 1990). The

plan began with a fundamental paradigm shift to

performance based standards that assess whether a

healthcare organization effectively accomplishes

its objectives.

And, in September 1987, the National

Demonstration Project on Quality Improvement in

Health Care, funded by the John A. Hartford

Foundation, under the sponsorship of the Harvard

Community Health Plan, teamed 21 leading health

care organizations with consultant experts in

modern quality improvement from some of the leading

companies, academic departments and consultant

firms in the country. The project teams of the

National Demonstration Project discovered that
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modern quality improvement methods could help solve

problems identified in health care setting

(Schlosser, 1990).

The generally accepted standard for the

delivery of health care has traditionally been a

"scientific and caring manner" (Gillem, 1988). The

new demand is for quality health care to be

provided at best value. This focus on measuring

and improving the quality of care is a shift from

the generally accepted, and still widespread,

practice of attempting to "assure" quality (Reece,

1987). The responsibility for quality improvement

rests squarely on the leader, on management.

Deming believes that leaders are doing their proper

jobs only when they improve the processes and

systems that are used to add quality, to increase

value, and to improve service to the customer

(1986). Until health care leaders understand how

their customers, the patients, physicians and

purchasers of health care, measure and define the
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quality of that healthcare service, the leaders

will fall short in the new paradigm of total

quality (Gillem, 1988).

These changes in the paradigm of healthcare

management are rapidly moving this service industry

into the global total quality philosophy. In the

recently published report on the first year of the

National Demonstration Project for Quality

Improvement in Healthcare, real world examples of

the application of total quality methodologies are

testimony to these pardigm changes (Berwick,

Godrey and Roessner, 1990). While some

traditionalists may see these changes as "too far,

too fast," other observers see them as "too little,

too late" (Kanter,1989,p.42).

Navy Medicine and Total Quality

In 1990, the U.S. Navy Bureau of Medicine and

Surgery became a member in the Quality Management

Network of the National Demonstration Project on

Quality Improvement in Health Care. An integral

responsibility of participation in the Quality

Management Network was providing leadership for
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others by sharing lessons learned. Through this

membership, the Navy Bureau of Medicine and Surgery

was identified as a leader in the growing efforts

to transform the United States health care industry

using quality management principles (Schlosser,

1990). In fiscal year 1990, the Navy Surgeon

General listed his first goal as: "to engender the

total quality leadership culture" in Navy medicine.

At the January 1991 conference of all the Navy

medical department flag officers, the set of nine

strategic goals which they developed included the

implementation of Total Quality Leadership

(Appendix F). How does one know whether the

quality improvement transformation has occurred, if

the new paradigm is in place?

Navy Medicine is practiced in nearly 500

healthcare delivery sites which range from tertiary

care, teaching facilities to single technician

branch medical clinics. Almost four billion

federal dollars are spent to support Navy Medicine;

one third in the direct care system, one third for

care provided under the CHAMPUS program, and the
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final third in military pay. The direct care

system provided nearly 13 million outpatient

visits, over 207 thousand admissions, nearly 20

million prescriptions and over 21 thousand births

in fiscal year 1990 alone (Zimble, 1990). If Juran

was correct in his assumption that as much as 30

per cent of an organization's resources are wasted

in non-value-added processes (Juran, 1988), the

successful application of Total Quality to Navy

medicine would theoretically result in tremendous

tax savings. It has been projected that the

Department of the Navy beneficiary population which

is eligible for health care benefits will reach

nearly three and one-half million individuals by

fiscal year 1996 (NMDSC,1989).

Continued cuts to the defense budget and

federal hiring freezes, as well as the foreboding

anticipation of cuts in military end strength, will

place Navy Medicine in the same dire straits as the

civilian health care industry. Federal health care

programs share many of the problems facing the

private health care sector. The Navy Surgeon
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.eneral realized that continuous quality

improvement, embodied in the Total Quality

philosophy, was a way to build toward optimum use

of increasingly scarce resources in the face of

increasing competition for those resources (Zimble,

1990).

The decision was made to commence the journey

toward total quality as a whole system, rather than

one facility at a time. A system-wide effort,

guided and directed from the top, was implemented

in line with the findings of most experts that the

drive to continuous improvement and total quality

must be a top-down effort. The necessary cultural

change could only be facilitated by the actions of

the senior leadership. The flow of this process is

depicted in Figure 2. The senior leadership of the

Navy medical department had to be trained for their

new role of management in a total quality culture.

Trainina for Total Quality Leadership

The Navy medical department demonstrated its

organizational commitment to Total Quality through

the establishment of the Naval Medical Quality
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Institute. The staff of the Naval Medical Quality

Institute were directed to provide training,

consultation, and research in the application of

Total Quality in the Navy health care system. The

focus of the Institute's efforts was to provide

assistance to the field as each facility embarked on

the journey to total quality. In 1990, with further

refinements in 1991, the staff of the Naval Medical

Quality Institute developed several courses to train

Navy health care leaders in the philosophy, tools

and techniques of total quality. One of the courses

was specifically targeted toward the top echelon of

management in each facility.

During three days of intensive training, the

senior leadership of a command is provided the

fundamental knowledge necessary to begin a quality

transformation in their command through the

implementation of Total Quality Leadership. The

Upper Management course is only the beginning of

the total quality journey (Figure 3). During these

three days, the senior leadership of the

organization learns that Total Quality Leadership is
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a commitment to quality through prevention rather

than inspection; that Total Quality Leadership is a

systems approach which explores the

interdependencies of organizational processes. The

Upper Management course provides powerful tools and

techniques to enable the leaders to make reliable

and valid assessments of internal processes. These

assessments provide robust, objective support in

order to facilitate managerial decisions regarding

"what to work on." Participants are taught that, as

health care leaders, they must establish the

structure, membership and specific responsibilities

of cross-functional process action teams; and that

they must create an environment that encourages

everyone to get involved in the quality

transformation. These senior leaders are reminded

that they must continue their self-education until

they possess profound knowledge of their

organization and its processes. An outline of the

Navy Medical Department Senior Management Total

Quality Leadership course objectives is provided in

Figure 4.
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The Role of Leadership in the Ouality Transformation

No operational definition can ever express the

rich and diverse aspects of "leadership." Research

reported in the Ohio State and Michigan leadership

studies categorized leaders along two axes: concern

for production, and concern for people. While the

managerial focus on continually improving quality is

expected to lead to higher production, it is also

true that the total quality methodology has an

equally strong emphasis on the work force,

especially when formed into process action teams.

In the Total Quality paradigm, individual excellence

is necessary but not sufficient for a successful

quality organization. A corporate responsibility

emerges which requires that senior leadership

facilitate the performance of the entire team. This

new paradigm of leadership would be a (9,9) leader

as described by the Ohio State and Michigan

continuum (Figure 5). This leader is committed to

providing the necessary organizational climate that

supports the work force and results in high

productivity. Leadership commitment to total
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quality is one of the factors which impact on the

organizational climate. The variables which

contribute to a healthy organizational climate for

quality are themselves influenced by the commitment

of senior leadership. The literature consistently

provides the de facto requirement that the

commitment of senior leadership is an essential

prerequisite for a quality transformation in an

organization. Scientific studies of the

relationship between leadership and effective

organizational quality improvement have not been

found to date. The relation may, in fact, be

spurious or fortuitous. The determination as to

whether the role of leadership is dependent upon

some sort of metaphysical explanation which is not

amenable to scientific investigation has not been

tested, and is beyond the scope of this paper.

However, the effect of leadership on the culture or

climate of an organization is a prima facie

relationship that is generally accepted as valid.

The Oraanizational Climate for Ouality
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The senior leadership of an organization sets

the pace for the rest of the work force. By

establishing the organizational climate, the senior

leadership creates the self-fulfilling prophecy of

organizational success or failure. The senior

leadership creates and defines the strategic focus

of the enterprise. Such a well-defined strategic

focus is necessary for a successful quality

transformation (DoD Task Force, 1986). This

strategic focus provides the constancy of purpose

required by Deming's fourteen points for management

(Deming, 1986). Additionally, the strategic focus

provides a vision for the future, a goal that

transcends the day-to-day operations (Sink, Das &

Coleman, 1987). Supporting the strategic focus are

the organization's Quality policy and philosophy.

Inherent in this strategic plan are the value

systems and ethics of the enterprise (U.S.Department

of Commerce, 1989). Each of these are essential

features of the organizational climate for quality.

Top management must be individually and

personally involved in the Quality transformation
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(Deming, 1986; Gitlow & Gitlow, 1986; Mann, 1986;

Scherkenback, 1986; Walton, 1986). The criteria for

scoring applicants for the Baldrige award are

heavily based on the personal involvement of the

senior leadership of the organization (U.S.

Department of Commerce, 1989). The visible

commitment of senior leadership to the stated goals

and objectives of the organization is an important

feature of a successful organizational climate for

quality (Somers, Locke & Tuttle, 1985). The senior

leadership creates the systems and structure of the

organization. These systems, properly developed,

enhance the accomplishment of high quality with high

productivity (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1989).

The senior leadership of an organization guides

the work force to the accomplishment of the

objectives of the enterprise. Therefore, the work

force must be aware of the quality and productivity

issues (U.S.Department of Commerce, 1989). The

systems of rewards, punishment and other

consequential constraints are established by senior

leadership and serve to reinforce desired on-the-job
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behaviors. The attitude, morale and cooperation of

the work force are greatly influenced by the

behaviors and actions of senior leadership (Somers,

Tuttle & Locke, 1987). The work force is another of

the factors which contribute to the organizational

climate for quality.

A solid customer orientation is a basic tenet

of the Total Quality methodology (Deming, 1986;

Gitlow & Gitlow, 1986; Mann, 1986; Scherkenback,

1986; Walton, 1986). This customer orientation is an

essential element of the organizational climate for

quality. Burstein and Sedlak (1988) include

customer orientation as a necessary element of the

federal productivity improvement effort. The lack

of a true customer orientation in American industry

has been reported by many authors (Albert, 1989;

Zemke, 1989). A 1986 study found that fully

twenty-five percent of customers were sufficiently

dissatisfied with the level of service in the

average American company that they would stop doing

business if a better alternative could be found

(Zemke, 1989). Nearly forty-five percent of the
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respondents in a study of the service sector rated

the service at these agencies, which included

lawyers, dentists and hospitals, as "fair" or

"poor." Obviously, any effort to improve quality

that fails to improve customer satisfaction is

pointless (Imai, 1986).

Finally, the manner in which these features of

the organizational climate for quality are

transferred from senior leadership to the entire

work force is itself a feature of the organizational

climate for quality. The communications of the

organization are a key feature of a successful

quality transformation (Burstein & Sedlak, 1988).

Peters reminds us that the members of an

organization require information to do their jobs

(1987,p.504-511). The processes and system for

communicating information are critical to the

successful quality transformation.

In summary, the organizational climate for

quality can be measured along five variables:

strategic focus, leadership and management, work

force, customer orientation, and communications.
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The perception and attitude of the senior leadership

toward these dimensions of the organizational

climate will have an impact on the resultant climate

and, consequently, on the organizational quality

transformation. This relationship is the basis if

the descriptive analysis which is the purpose of

this paper.

Summary

A review of the literature showed that the

attitude of American industry toward Quality had

traditionally been subjugated to the demand for high

levels of production. In the recent past,

successful organizational leadership has been

changing from a focus on production to a renewed

focus on Quality using scientific, statistical tools

and techniques combined with group dynamics skills.

Successful Quality transformation in any

organization has required visible commitment by

senior leadership. It was demonstrated in many

industries that the Quality transformation was

facilitated by the involvement and commitment of the

senior leadership of that organization. While it
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was generally accepted that the attitude of senior

management toward total quality was key to a

successful transformation, the literature did not

reveal any scientific or otherwise quantitative

studies on the attitude of any population of senior

leadership toward their organizational climate for

Quality. It appeared that such features as

Strategic Focus, Leadership and Management, Work

Force, Customer Orientation and Communications were

constructs of the organizational climate for

quality. The accompanying attitude of senior

management toward these climate features were

suggested as precursors and predictors of the

organizational climate for quality and the

successful quality transformation of an

organization.
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The objective of this study was to measure the

attitudes of the senior leadership of a selected

Navy medical treatment facility toward their

organizational climate for quality. The purpose of

this descriptive analysis was to facilitate an

assessment of current practices, policies,

procedures and attitudes throughout the organization

as they relate to quality improvement.

Additionally, the findings of this study would serve

as a baseline reference point from which to focus

future managerial intervention efforts to enhance

the organizational climate for quality.

A review of the professional literature

suggested that the commitment of senior leadership

was essential for the successful implementation of

Total Quality, and that the climate for quality was

the result of the actions of the senior leadership

of the organization. While not explicitly measured

by this study, the nature of the organizational

climate for Quality is anticipated to determine the

nature and extent of the transformation of Navy
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medicine into the Total Quality paradigm. This

relationship in depicted in Figure 6.
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Introduction

When the Navy Medical Department began its

journey to Total Quality in 1989, there was no

measurement of the status quo. Without the

collection of objective data, there was no

scientific means to assess the nature and extent of

any change in the organizational climate for

Quality. Without a baseline measurement, the Navy

Medical Department did not have the capacity to

monitor any trends or demonstrate any progress.

Anecdotal data were collected in an informal manner

as a preliminary attempt to demonstrate progress in

the Quality transformation. Quantitative

measurement of the status quo was deemed essential

to provide baseline data for future research. The

descriptive survey method of research was selected

for this study. According to Van Dalen (1962,

p.212), a descriptive study that obtains "factual

information about existing status enables members of

the profession to make more intelligent plans about
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future courses of action." Good (1963,p.244)

proposed that:

"descriptive studies may include

present facts or current conditions

concerning the nature of a group of

persons, a number of objects, or a

class of events, and may involve the

procedures of induction, analysis,

classification, enumeration, or

measurement. The terms survey and

status (italics in the original)

suggest the gathering of evidence

relating to current conditions."

Baseline data on the perception of senior

leadership regarding the organizational climate for

Quality were collected by means of a general

purpose productivity and quality self-assessment

tool. Factors considered in this selection were:

the size of the population of senior leadership,

the desire for anonymity of the respondents, and

time limitations. Specific permission for use of

the survey instrument for this project was not
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necessary. The Quality and Productivity

Self-Assessment Guide for Defense Organizations was

developed for internal use by all levels in the

Department of Defense (Denslow, 1990). The

Self-Assessment Guide is a government tool, and is

not copyrighted or otherwise restricted in its use

by defense organizations.

The population of this study was the senior

leadership of the National Naval Medical Center,

Bethesda, Maryland. Senior leadership was defined

as those individuals reporting directly to the

hospital commander. According to the organization

manual (Appendix G), the senior leadership of the

National Naval Medical Center included, by title:

Director for Hospital Administration, Director for

Medical Services, Director for Surgical Services,

Director for Ancillary Services, Director for

Nursing Services, Director for Occupational and

Community Healthcare Services, Director for Base

Operations, Director for Financial Management,

Director for Supply Management, and the Director

for Past ral Care (NNMCINST 5450.1, 1990). In
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addition, there were several Special Assistants

included because they reported directly to the

Commander. These Special Assistants included: the

Executive Assistant; the Command Master Chief;

the Deputy Equal Employment Opportunity Officer;

the Public Affairs Officer; a representative of the

American Red Cross; a representative of the command

Inspection, Control and Review office; the staff

Judge Advocate General, a legal advisor; a

representative of the Naval Medical Doctrine

Center; the Planning Officer; the Command

Ombudsman, the spouse of a staffmember; a

representative of the Navy Relief Society; the

Safety Officer; the Comptroller, who was also the

Director for Financial Management; the Civilian

Personnel Officer; the Chaplain, who was also the

Director for Pastoral Care; and the Composite

Health Care System Project Officer.

Scope and Limitations

The National Naval Medical Center and the

Naval Medical Quality Institute were geographically
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near the author's residency site, thereby greatly

facilitating the collection of Quality climate

data. Random and informal observation of the

senior leadership of the National Naval Medical

Center by the author during her residency served as

empirical validation of the collected responses.

Participation by the senior leadership was

completely voluntary. No personal identifiers were

used in data collection. Return of the completed

survey instrument was determined sufficient to

indicate willingness to participate. No coercive

techniques were used. The protection of human

rights was assured through the use of anonymous

responses. Individual privacy and other ethical

considerations were reviewed and protected during

this project.

The decision to study the Quality climate of

the National Naval Medical Center, the Navy's

flagship hospital, was made, in part, to document

the status quo of senior leadership perception of

the Total Quality Leadership initiative.
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The possibility of the study participants

answering the questions in what was deemed an

organizationally acceptable manner and, thereby,

masking their true attitudes was acknowledged.

However, the anonymity of data collection and the

voluntary participation in the survey process by

the respondent may have mitigated this effect.

Human errors in use of the instrument were

recognized as a remote possibility.

The Instrument for Data Collection

A general purpose productivity and quality

self-assessment tool developed by the Defense

Productivity Program Office through a contract with

General Research Corporation (Contract MDA

903-88-C-0267) was used to determine the perception

of selected Navy medical department senior

leadership toward the organizational climate for

Quality. This self-assessment tool was reportedly

developed using established private and public

sector models (Somers, Roullen and Hsiao, 1989).

These models provided existing questions and scales

which were classified and sorted into the taxonomy
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depicted in Figure 7. Senior management

involvement was a recurrent item in existing

quality and productivity assessment instruments

such as the TRW Productivity Self-Evaluation Model,

the WCPI Diagnostic Survey, and others. The theme

of "Leadership and Management" in the Defense

Self-Assessment Guide included measurement of

perceptions and attitudes regarding top management

involvement. Attitudes toward other constructs of

organizational climate such as Strategic Focus,

Customer Orientation, and Communications were also

measured by this self-assessment instrument.

The Climate version of the self-assessment

instrument consists of 70 items requiring responses

on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly

disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). The PC-based

guide can be set up and used on any IBM-compatible

DOS-based personal computer with at least 256

kilobytes of operational memory. A copy of the 70

items from the Climate version of the Quality and

Productivity Self-Assessment Guide for Defense

Organizations is provided in Apperdix H.
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Reliability

Reliability refers to consistency in

measurement. Kerlinger (1986, page 405) defines

reliability as the accuracy or precision of a

measuring instrument (italics in original). Like

those "reliable" people whose consistent and

predictable behaviors result in our confidence in

them and our ability to depend on them, so also are

tools of measurement deemed reliable. We can

depend upon these tools to demonstrate consistent

and predictable results.

Reliability in an instrument, such as the

Quality and Productivity Self-Assessment Guide

for Defense Organizations, is a function of the

number of questions within a scale and their

interrelationships. A scale is said to be

internally consistent when one item on a scale is

essentially equivalent to another item on that

scale. One of the most commonly used estimates of

reliability is Cronbach's alpha which is based on

the internal consistency of the scale. Cronbach's

alpha is based on the average correlation of items
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within a scale and is itself a correlation

coefficient. Reliability coefficients of 0.70 or

higher are generally considered satisfactory.

Table 2 provides the scale means, standard

deviations, intercorrelations, and coefficients

alpha of the climate scales of the Defense

self-assessment instrument as reported by General

Research Corporation in the Final Technical Report

_q the DeveloDment of Productivity and Quality

Self-Evaluation Audits (Somers, Roullen and Hsiao,

1989). The coefficients alpha range from 0.70 to

0.98 and are within an acceptable range. The

intercorrelations of the scales range from r - 0.39

to r - 0.96 indicating that most of the scales are

moderately to highly correlated.

Sample and Setting

The Quality and Productivity Self-Assessment

Guide for Defense Organizations was administered to

participants in the Total Quality Leadership

training courses provided by the Naval Medical

Quality Institute. Permission to retrieve and

analyze the data provided by the senior leadership
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of the National Naval Medical Center in March

1991 was granted by the hospital Commander

(Appendix I). The desired population of senior

leadership with a directly reporting relationship

with the hospital Commander was the determining

factor in the selection of the National Naval

Medical Center as the survey site.

According to Kerlinger (1986, page 111), a

"representative sample" means that the sample has

approximately the characteristics of the population

relevant to the research in question. The senior

leadership of the National Naval Medical Center may

be an exclusive population. Generalization of the

resultant data to the entire population of senior

leadership in the Navy medical department should be

made with extreme caution.

Subiects

Appendix G depicts the organizational chart of

the National Naval Medical Center. It reflects the

senior leadership and their directly reporting

relationship with the hospital Commander. Of the

17 senior leaders who attended the Upper Management
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Total Quality Leadership training workshop in March

1991, 14 voluntarily participated in the study.

This equates to a response rate of 82.35 per cent.

Procedure

The senior leadership of the National Naval

Medical Center was invited to attend a session of

the Upper Management Total Quality Leadership

training sponsored by the Naval Medical Quality

Institute in March 1991. Seventeen members of the

senior leadership, including the Commander himself,

attended this three-day workshop. They were

provided copies of the Quality and Productivity

Self-Assessment Guide for Defense Organizations

with standard instructions by the training staff of

the Naval Medical Quality Institute. The

organization and work center identification were

recorded as, respectively, "National Naval Medical

Center" and "Director." No other personal

identifiers were solicited. Participation in the

survey was not required.

Fourteen individuals participated in the

self-assessment survey tool data collection; this
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represented 82.35 per cent of the population of 17

attendees. The use of available data for exploring

the perceptions of senior leadership toward their

organizational climate for Quality was approved by

the hospital Commander. Computer analysis

capability for the survey data provided by the

senior leadership was established. Data obtained

from the 14 survey tools were entered directly into

a microcomputer by the author. These data were

then retrieved and analyzed using the Defense

Productivity Program Office software for

aggregation of self-assessment guide response data.

Descriptive statistics were computed independently

by the author using commercially available software

(Microstat). The aggregate data are presented with

descriptive statistics in Chapter Three of this

paper.
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CHAPTER TWRE

PRENSETATION OF DATA

When you have eliminated the impossible,

whatever remains, however improbable, must

be the truth.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

The Total Quality methodology requires the

collection and use of objective data by management

to facilitate the development of sturdy decisions.

Data, when they are presented in usable form,

become information that is valuable input into the

fundamental management processes of decision making

and problem solving. The following statistics are

summary measures gathered in 1991 of the perception

of the senior leadership of the National Naval

Medical Center toward their organizational climate

for Quality.

The data were collected using a general

purpose quality and productivity self-assessment

tool which was described in Chapter Two of this

paper. The units of measurement for the variables

were derived from the accepted operational
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definitions found in the professional literature.

These operational definitions were presented in the

literature review section of Chapter One of this

paper. For ease of review, discussion regarding

these findings was provided in a separate chapter,

Chapter Four, of this paper.

Somers, Roullen and Hsiao (1989) suggested

that any aggregate score lower than or equal to

3.50 was indicative of an area in which some

practices typically considered helpful for quality

and productivity were possibly absent in the

organization. The following scores were computed

from data collected at the National Naval Medical

Center in March 1991. The aggregate mean score in

the Climate area was computed as 4.26; this score

is well above the 3.50 benchmark. Each category

within the Climate area also had a computed

aggregate mean score above 3.50. These category

aggregate mean scores are displayed in Figure 8.

The aggregate mean score for the Strategic Focus

(SF) category was computed as 4.37, with a standard
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deviation of 0.67. The aggregate mean score for

the Leadership and Management (LM) category was

computed as 4.39, with a standard deviation of

0.57. The aggregate mean score for the Work Force

(WF) category was computed as 4.14, with a standard

deviation of 0.43. The aggregate mean score for

the Customer Orientation (Cust) category was

computed as 4.54, with a standard deviation of

0.39. The aggregate mean score for the

Communications (Com) category was computed as 3.86,

with a standard deviation of 0.29. The descriptive

statistics for each of these surveyed categories

were computed separately for comparison.

These subcategory scores are provided below.

Strateoic Focus

This category of organizational climate for

quality was measured in five variables: Awareness

of Strategic Challenge (SF1), Vision for the Future

(SF2), Innovation (SF3), Quality Policy and

Philosophy (SF4), and Value Systems and Ethics

(SF5). The distribution of scores for Awareness of

Strategic Challenge range from 3.50 to 5.33, with a
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mean score of 4.4764 and a standard deviation of

0.5766. The distribution of scores for Vision for

the Future range from 2.60 to 4.80, with a mean

score of 4.00 and a standard deviation of 0.5818.

The distribution of scores for Innovation range

from 3.50 to 5.00, with a mean score of 4.00 and a

standard deviation of 0.6202. The distribution of

scores for Quality Policy and Philosophy range from

3.40 to 5.40, with a mean score of 4.5571 and a

standard deviation of 0.6284. The distribution of

scores for Value Systems and Ethics range from 3.67

to 5.67, with a mean score of 4.7136 and a standard

deviation of 0.6639. The frequency distribution

curves for each of these Strategic Focus

subcategories are shown in Figure 9. The range and

mean are graphically displayed in Figure 10.

Leadership and Management

This category of organizational climate for

quality was measured in five variables: Top

Management Involvement (LM1), Visible Commitment to

Goals (LM2), Role in Quality Improvement Process

(LM3), Concern for Improvement (LM4), and System
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and Structure for Quality Improvement (LM5). The

distribution of scores for Management Involvement

range from 3.50 to 6.00, with a mean score of

4.8036 and a standard deviation of 0.7350. The

distribution of scores for Visible Commitment to

Goals range from 3.00 to 6.00, with a mean score of

4.8807 and a standard deviation of 0.9489. The

distribution of scores for Role in Quality

Improvement Process range from 2.67 to 6.00, with a

mean score of 4.2629 and a standard deviation of

0.9440. The distribution of scores for Concern for

Improvement range from 1.50 to 5.50, with a mean

score of 3.6429 and a standard deviation of 1.2157.

The distribution of scores for System and Structure

for Quality Improvment range from 1.50 to 6.00,

with a mean score of 3.75 and a standard deviation

of 1.1726. The frequency distribution curves for

each of these Leadership and Management

subcategories are shown in Figure 11. The range

and mean are graphically displayed in Figure 12.

Work Force
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This category of organizational climate for

quality was measured in eight variables: Awareness

of Productivity and Quality Issues (WF1), Attitudes

and Morale (WF2), Cooperation (WF3), Involvement

(WF4), Perceptions of Work Environment (WF5),

Social Interactions (WF6), Task Characteristics

(WF7), and Consequential Constraints (WFS). The

distribution of scores for Awareness of

Productivity and Quality range from 1.50 to 5.00,

with a mean score of 3.5357 and a standard

deviation of 0.9295. The distribution of scores

for Attitudes and Morale range from 2.75 to 5.50,

with a mean score of 4.4107 and a standard

deviation of 0.8583. The distribution of scores

for Cooperation range from 2.50 to 5.50, with a

mean score of 4.25 and a standard deviation of

0.9094. The distribution of scores for Involvement

range from 2.50 to 6.00, with a mean score of

4.25 and a standard deviation of 1.0331. The

distribution of scores for Perceptions of Work

Environment range from 2.67 to 5.33, with a mean

score of 4.0486 and a standard deviation of 0.7932.
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The distribution of scores for Social Interactions

range from 3.00 to 6.00, with a mean score of

4.6786 and a standard deviation of 0.8684. The

distribution of scores for Task Characteristics

range from 3.00 to 5.00, with a mean score of

3.8857 and a standard deviation of 0.7004. The

distribution of scores for Consequential

Constraints range from 3.00 to 5.29, with a mean

score of 4.1429 and a standard deviation of 0.6945.

The frequency distribution curves for each of these

Work Force subcategories are shown in Figure 13.

The range and mean are graphically displayed in

Figure 14.

Customer Orientation

This category of organizational climate for

quality was aggregated into one variable. The

distribution of scores for Customer Orientation

range from 3.00 to 5.50, with a mean score of

4.5357 and a standard deviation of 0.7196. The

frequency distribution curve for the Customer

Orientation category is shown in Figure 15. The

range and mean graphically displayed in Figure 16.
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Communications

This category of organizational climate for

quality was aggregated into one variable. The

distribution of scores for Communications range

from 2.25 to 5.25, with a mean score of 3.8571 and

a standard deviation of 0.9743. The frequency

distribution curve for the Communications category

is shown in Figure 17. The range and mean are

graphically displayed in Figure 18.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION

The descriptive survey method of research was

selected for this study in order to obtain factual

information about the quality climate at a selected

Navy medical treatment facility. The data were

collected to enable management to make more

intelligent plans about future courses of action.

The aggregate mean score of 4.26 was above the

target goal of 3.5 established by the Defense

Productivity Program Office. This indicated that

factors were in place at the National Naval Medical

Center which contributed to a positive climate for

quality.

Causative and contributing factors which were

related to the measured score at the Navy flagship

hospital were not scientifically tested. However,

the Navy Medical Department began the journey

toward Total Quality in the summer of 1989. This

was several years prior to the administration of

the survey instrument used in this descriptive

analysis. The senior leadership of the National
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Naval Medical Center had sufficient opportunity in

those intervening years to initiate, if they had

not already done so, and enhance the quality

climate in their organization. Possible

contributing factors were gleaned from the

literature and are provided by category in this

chapter.

Although the aggregate mean score of each

category was above the target, scores within the

various categories fell into a wide range. The

scores of several subcategories had significantly

large standard deviations. The smaller the

standard deviation of a category score, the more

agreement among the members surveyed. These wide

ranges of scores indicated areas of disagreement

among the senior leadership toward the

organizational climate for quality. The root cause

of this disagreement was not explored as part of

this study. However, a cursory review of the

senior leadership of a typical Navy medical
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treatment facility provided several possible

reasons for the wide range of scores and the large

standard deviations.

With routine staff turnover scheduled every

three years, the individuals currently serving as

the leadership of a Navy hospital have varying

years of tenure; additionally, this frequent

turnover subjects the leadership to a recurring

learning curve about total quality at the specific

facility. Dependent upon their individual

interest and background, each leader is at a

different place in the appreciation of the

complexity of the total quality paradigm. There

may also be some differences among groupb other

than length of service or tenure, such as

professional affiliation (nurse, physician,

administrator) or military rank. The literature

does not indicate a variable of interest beyond the

commitment of top management.

As stated in an earlier chapter, no prior

scientific studies were discovered in the total
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quality literature. Therefore, objective data on

these possibly confounding or contributing

variables were not collected. The correlation of

potential contributing or confounding variables to

the perception of senior leadership toward their

organizational climate for quality was beyond the

scope of this paper, but is worthy of future

research.

Another interesting characteristic of the data

presented in Chapter 'Three is the relative lack of

a normal frequency distribution within the scored

categories (Figures 9, 11, 13, 15 and 17). This

phenomenon may be secondary to the small size of

the population surveyed or may be related to the

diversity of the individuals in the population

as reflected in the range of scores and large

standard deviations within categories. Additional

research is necessary to determine the

statistically significant relational variables.

Each climate for quality category is discussed

separately in the following paragraphs. A review
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of current practices, procedures and policies at

the National Naval Medical Center is provided.

Several methods are suggested to institutionalize

the management actions which contribute to a

positive climate for quality.

Strategic Focus

All subcategory mean scores were computed

above the 3.5 target. Noteworthy is the range of

scores within the Vision for the Future (SF2)

subcategory (Figure 10). This indicates some

disagreement in the focus of the organization on

continuous improvement of its services and

products. Continuous improvement requires

planning, doing the work, evaluating the results,

and :oodifying the work processes based upon those

objective evaluations.

The senior leadership within the Navy Medical

Department documented the organizational constancy

of purpose and issued a formal mission statement,

vision statement and set of guiding principles.
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These "Charlie Golf One" posters were distributed

throughout the Navy Medical Department for

prominent display.

A strategic planning retreat was held in

January 1991 to initiate a participative group

effort to develop major areas for strategic focus.

Fifty-seven concepts were compiled for

consideration using the nominal group technique

among the nearly forty flag-rank officers and

equivalent Senior Executive Service civilians of

the Navy medical department. The distilled nine

strategic goals (Appendix F) were released to all

medical department field commands to facilitate an

iterative consideration, evaluation, and refinement

feedback loop. It was anticipated that the final

product of strategic goals, strategies and

objectives would be adopted at the flag officers

conference scheduled for May 30 and 31, 1991.

Additionally, because the resultant strategic plan

was designed in a fully participative manner, in

accordance with the medical department vision and

guiding principles, it was expected that this
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strategic plan would be readily accepted and

supported by all members of the organization.

Suggested methods for institutionalizing the

Strategic Focus are:

- publicize the organizational mission and its

importance through newsletters, bulletin boards

and posters.

- incorporate the organizational vision

statement in a strategic plan.

- begin the collection of data about the way

work is accomplished.

- publicize success stories and give credit to

the innovators.

- introduce formal mechanisms for the

implementation of new ideas.

- adopt a quality policy; write it down and

publicize it.

Leadership and Manaaement

Example is leadership.

Albert Schweitzer

All subcategory mean scores were computed

above the 3.5 target. However, the range within
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these subcategories (Figure 12) and the

accompanying standard deviations indicated

significant disagreement in the perceived

commitment of the managers at all levels to

continuous improvement. Managers, by their words,

actions, support and choices, make it clear what is

important.'

People in all organization's are boss-watchers

(Peters, 1987,p.496).- ,People are not motivated by

histograms or two-inch statistical appendices.

They are moved by the symbolism inherent in daily

operations. The priorities of the organization are

reflected by the "walk" more than the "talk" of its

senior leadership. The minute-to-minute actions of

the leadership provide a visual model of the

strategic vision. Each day is filled with

thousands of symbolic acts, such as the personal

note on a memo, the seemingly minor personnel

decision, the hallway conversation, the questions

and the order in which they are asked, the places

visited. These symbolic acts add up to a pattern

that is perceived by members of the organization as
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dramatically influential. People search for the

pattern in their environment and seek to model it.

According to behavioral scientists, the chief way

people learn is by modeling. Therefore, it is

paramount to the success of any desired strategy,

that the leadership of the organization walk the

talk. The leadership of Navy medicine must

demonstrate Total Quality Leadership in its daily

activities.

In order to clearly demonstrate their concern

for improvement, managers at all levels must be

aware of their role in the quality transformation.

The words, actions, support and choices made by

managers demonstrate the values and importance of

quality. Navy medicine has demonstrated its

organizational concern for improvement by

establishing the Navy Medicine Quality Institute.

The Executive Steering Group and the Quality

Management Board, and the Quality Council of the

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery are formal

demonstrations of the commitment to quality. All

managers have a role in quality improvement. By
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appropriate follow-up, by learning and employing

the tools and techniques, and by taking the role of

coach, managers demonstrate concern and commitment

(Juran, 1989).

Suggested methods for institutionalizing the

commitment of Leadership and Management are:

- hold regular meetings to review progress.

- follow up on suggestions.

- select a few key areas and demonstrate

commitment through personal involvement, such as

making personal calls to customers.

- ensure that middle managers learn about

Total Quality Leadership tools and techniques.

- establish an executive council for Total

Quality implementation.

- construct flow charts of processes in

various levels of the organization; identify

possible quality improvement areas.

Work Force

"People must become the primary
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source of value added, not a 'factor of

production' to be optimized, minimized

and/or eliminated."

Thomas 7. Peters in Thriving on Chaos

All subcategory mean scores were above the

3.5 target (Figure 14). The computed mean score of

Awareness of Quality and Productivity Issues (WF1)

was the least elevated above the target at 3.54,

with a range of scores from 1.5 to 5.0. This

indicated disagreement on the perception of the

awareness of the organizational work force toward

the importance of a quality and productivity

improvement process. This perceived lack of

awareness is closely associated with the previously

discussed categories of Strategic Focus and

Leadership and Management. Discussion of methods

to enhance the role of the work force in the

quality and improvement process follows.

Between 1980 and 1985, eighty per cent of

Fortune 500 companies had initiated a quality

circle program; 83 per cent of those had withdrawn

that initiative within eighteen months of its
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inception (Kearney, 1985). Employee involvement

could not be mandated in an environment devoid of

management support. Successful implementation of

the Total Quality philosophy required a

restructuring of the entire corporate structure

with accompanying training. Training, and

continuous retraining, resulted in highly skilled

individuals who were able to add value to the

organization. Motorola documented their savings

from training in statistical process control

methods and problem-solving methods at rate of

return of thirty times the dollars invested

(Peters, 1987). Training was a powerful vehicle

for sustaining the strategic thrust of Total

Quality and motivating the work force.

Motivation theory reminds us that people work

in response to and anticipation of several stimuli

including money, achievement, influence,

advancement, job satisfaction, autonomy and

recognition. Effective motivational interventions

match incentives to that which individuals value in

their work (McKeen and McSwain, 1990). The
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informal and formal rewards must be seen as

consequential to desired behaviors (Tarkenton,

1988). Some of the reward systems used by

commanding officers are: sailor of the quarter,

civilian of the quarter, sailor of the year,

special parking space, certificates of achievement

and letters of appreciation, notes of thanks from

patients and the command, special liberty such as

an afternoon off, and their picture in the

newspaper or other internal publications.

Many authors have written about the human side

of enterprise. The social interaction which takes

place in the work environment is another element of

the quality transformation. Leaders can promote a

friendly work environment by assigning work

equitably and setting reasonable work standards.

Additionally, the Navy has a strong infrastructure

of Morale, Recreation and Welfare (MWR) activities.

Commanders encourage friendly social interaction by

sponsoring MWR recreational activities, during or
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after normal working hours, such as picnics,

softball and other intramural sports, hail and

farewell parties, luncheons, and ward room events.

A spirit of teamwork and cooperation must be

fostered. Individual accomplishments should be

reflected in team accomplishment. Scholtes (1988)

provides excellent guidelines on team building:

allow teams to develop a group identity, establish

cross-functional quality teams, and reward team

accomplishment. The attitudes and morale of the

staff will be reflected in the quality of their

work. Morale is affected by quality of leadership,

job fulfillment, personal recognition and overall

support in the work environment. The efforts of

the entire Navy Medical Department in support of

Operation Desert Storm are an outstanding example

of the impact of positive leadership toward team

accomplishment.

The system or organizational structure may

itself be a barrier to quality improvement.

Critical examination of the system and its

Component processes can lead to improvements. Flow
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charts which depict input, output, customers and

interfaces with other entities are a visual method

of system examination (Walton, 1986). Flow charts

can be constructed for various levels of the

organization. Identification of likely quality

improvement areas is facilitated by this graphic

method. Quality teams comprised of the people

involved in the process can be commissioned to

investigate, recommend and effect changes where

possible (Feigenbaum, 1983). Improvement progress

can be tracked after such changes are made.

The quality transformation takes place in the

work environment. Organization members should

participate in setting work goals and standards.

The individual's perception of the fairness of the

goals and standards must be taken into

consideration. An emphasis on high quality and

productivity will be reflected in each

organizational member's perception of the work

environment. The support and commitment of the

organization members are essential for

organizational success. It has been often said
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that people support what they help create.

Involvement is key.

Suggested methods for institutionalizing the

involvement of the work force in the quality and

improvement process are:

- publicize the quality and improvement

process in newsletters, bulletin boards and other

internal communications.

- resolve complaints quickly and recognize top

performance.

- establish cross-functional process teams.

- reward team accomplishments; officially

sanction time set aside regularly for team members

to review and discuss their progress.

- use team approach to clarify goals and set

performance measures.

- re-examine work loads; assign jobs in an

equitable manner allowing organizational members to

participate in setting standards; re-assign people

if necessary.

- encourage after-work recreational activity.
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- review task characteristics including the

availability of appropriate supplies, equipment,

information and time; assign a process team to

identify and work on possible areas for

improvement.

- ensure promotions are tied to performance.

Customer Orientation

With a range of scores from 3.0 to 5.5

(Figure 16), there is an indication that the senior

leadership has a positive perception that people in

the organization are customer oriented. The

literature indicates that a strong customer

orientation is necessary for quality. Through a

formal training program called TERM: Treat Everyone

As Me, Navy medicine has officially recognized the

essentiality of treating the staff as they are

expected to treat the customer. This TEAM training

is one of several aids to an awareness of the

internal and external customers who deserve and

demand our best efforts. Other elements of the

customer orientation feedback system include the

Healthcare Consumers Council, the Patient Relations
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network, and on-going survey questionnaires

administered to inpatients and outpatients at

individual facilities.

Communications

The processes and system for communicating

information are critical to the successful quality

transformation. With a range of scores from 2.25

to 5.25 (Figure 18), there is some disagreement

among the senior leadership regarding

communications. Their scores indicate that

organizational members may not be getting the

information they need to do their jobs. Some of

the commonly employed vehicles for communications

in Navy medicine are: monthly meetings of all

department head meetings; regular meetings of

profession specific constituents (residents,

nurses, administrators); daily morning report which

is attended by all the senior leadership and

selected other subject matter experts; routine

internal correspondence including the Plan of the

Day and informal memoranda; and specialty advisor

newsletters. Management must open the channels of
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communication between work units throughout the

organization.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUIDRY. FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

For nearly a decade, various American

industries have been attempting the journey to

total quality. This journey is characterized by

a shifting management paradigm. The role of senior

leadership in the transformation has been theorized

as vital to the successful implementation of total

quality.

The primary purpose of this study was to

objectively measure the perception of senior

leadership toward their organizational climate for

quality. Secondarily, this analysis was intended

to provide a documented baseline measurement of the

current status to allow future analysis of trends

and progress. It was further intended that this

baseline be used for future analysis of trends and

progress in the implementation of total quality.

The method of research was a descriptive

survey. Data were collected by means of a general
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purpose quality and productivity instrument. The

survey instrument used for data collection was the

Quality and Productivity Self-Assessment Guide for

Defense Organizations - Climate version.

The population consisted of the senior

leadership of the National Naval Medical Center.

Of the seventeen individuals who were selected by

the Commander for Upper Management Total Quality

Leadership training, 14, or 82.35 per cent,

participated voluntarily in the study. Permission

to use these data was granted by appropriate

authority.

Individual scores and the aggregate Climate

score were computed using with the computer

software provided by the Defense Productivity

Program Office. The range and mean scores for the

total population were then calculated, using a

commercial statistics software package (Microstat),

on the five organizational climate for

quality categories: Strategic Focus, Leadership and

Management, Work Force, Customer Orientation and

Communications. These descriptive statistics were
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analyzed and presented in Chapter Three. On the

basis of these calculations, it was determined that

the perception of the senior leadership toward the

organizational climate for quality exceeded the

target value. However, the wide range of scores

and large standard deviation in several

subcategories indicated some disagreement among the

respondents and led to the following.findings and

recommendations.

Findinas

This study revealed that the 14 senior leaders

who participated in the assessment had an overall

positive attitude toward the climate for quality at

the National Naval Medical Center. However, the

range of individual subcategory scores did not

display a normal distribution. This was probably

due to the small size of the population surveyed.

The mean score of the aggregate subcategories was

consistently above the target score established for

this instrument. The lowest category mean score

was 3.86, computed for Work Force. The population

scored the highest mean, 4.54, in the category of
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Customer Orientation. These scores and an

assessment of current practices, policies, and

procedures throughout the organization were

discussed in Chapter Four in terms of their

relationship to quality improvement.

Conclusions

Based upon the findings of this study, the

following conclusions were drawn for this exclusive

population:

1 - these senior leaders had an overall

positive perception of the organizational climate

for quality.

2 - within this population, the Quality and

Productivity Self-Assessment Guide for Defense

Organizations was a useful tool in measuring the

'disagreement in perceptions toward the five

subcategories as evidenced by the wide range of

individual mean scores.

3 - these senior leaders perceived that

Communications was the least positive category
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among those measured despite a score above the

target goal established by the Defense Productivity

Program Office.

4 - these senior leaders perceived that

Customer Orientation was the highest category in

support of the organizational climate for quality.

5 - there existed disagreement among the

leadership within the subcategories as evidenced by

the wide range of scores with a large standard

deviation and a distribution curve that was not

Gaussian. This was likely due to the small size of

the population surveyed.

It is possible that the Quality and

Productivity Self-Assessment Guide for Defense

Organizations is not a statistically valid tool

when used to measure the perceptions of small

populations. As a tool to measure the aggregate

command climate for Quality, this tool has

documented validity. However, considering the

small size of the senior leadership population at

an individual command, the variance of responses

cannot be brought into statistical control for
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appropriate analysis. Macro-level measurements may

serve a more useful purpose. Although knowledge of

the status quo perceptions of this population of

senior management can be useful in charting the

implementation of Total Quality at the National

Naval Medical Center, its usefulness as a

representative sample of the senior leadership of

Navy Medicine is severely limited.

Recommendations

"It is not enough that top management

commit themselves for ljfe to Quality and

productivity. These obligations cannot be

delegated - support is not enough, action

is required. "

W. Edwards Deming

Based on the literature reviewed and the

findings of this study, the following

recommendations are respectfully submitted for

consideration:

1 - that further study be undertaken to

determine if a similar pattern of organizational
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climate for quality scores is manifested by the

senior leadership of other Navy medical treatment

facilities.

2 - that further study be undertaken to

determine if a similar pattern of organizational

climate for quality scores is manifested by a

representative sample of the entire work force at

Navy medical treatment facilities.

3 - that a periodic reassessment of senior

leadership perceptions be accomplished to determine

patterns of change as they relate to quality and

productivity efforts.

4 - that the Quality and Productivity

Self-Assessment Guide for Defense Organizations be

administered on a regular interval as an index of

the climate for quality at all medical treatment

facilities.

5 - that the Quality and Productivity

Self-Assessment Guide for Defense Organizations be

used to stimulate thinking about tools and

techniques for quality enhancement and applied as

an input or feedback loop for the development of
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site-specific inservice education and other

management actions to enhance the organizational

climate for quality.

6- finally, it is recommended that the

organizational actions and policies discussed in

Chapter Four of this paper be reinforced and

institutionalized to ensure the further development

of a positive climate for quality.

It has been said that total quality is 90 per

cent attitude and 10 per cent skills. The attitude

of the senior leadership of a selected Navy medical

treatment facility was measured and reported in

this paper. By documenting the status quo with a

standardized instrument, a baseline measurement was

established which can be used to monitor trends and

document progress in the implementation of Total

Quality in the Navy Medical Department.
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Figure 1

Snee Model of Total Quality

Management
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Adapted from "Statistical thinking and its contribution
to total quality" in the May 1990 issue of

The American Statistician, pages 116-121.
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Figure 3

THE NAVY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT QUALITY INITIATIVE
TRAINING/ROADMAP INTEGRATION

CO BEGINS JOURNEY I___________

RESPONSIBILITIES READINESS INDICATORS

co TQM AWARENESS NMQI: PREPARE READINGS CO: COMPLETES READING & QUAL SURVEY
TRAINING QUAL1TY SURVEY IDENTIFIES QUALITY COUNCIL

ROADMAP IDENTIFIES TQM COORDINATOR

RUy YES? _ _ _ __ _ . DISCUSSES PREPARATIONS WITH NMQI

NMQI: PREPARE CO TO ESC MEMBERS: COMPLETE & DISCUSS
ESC TQM AWARENESS PROVIDE TQM TRNG READINGS, QUALITY SURVEY

TRAINING TO ESC AND ROADMAP WITH CO
CO PROVIDES TQM TRNG CO: NOTIFIES NMQI THAT ESC TRNG

TO ESC IS COMPLETE & COMMAND READY
RmY YES? - FOR UPPER MGT TRAINING

NMQI PROVIDES UPPER ESC MEMBERS:
ESC UPPER MGT MGT TRAINING PRESENT 20 MIN TQM LECTURE

TRAINING DRAFT VISION & MISSION
DRAFT GUIDING PRINCIPLES
DEFINE QUALITY

mmy YES? _ IDENTIFY INT & EXT CUSTOMERS
IDENTIFY AIDS AND BARRIERS
DEV PROBLEM NOMINATION PROCESS
PREPARE TO PROVIDE TQM TRAINING
CONTINUE SELF EDUCATION

DEPT HEAD AWARE- NMQI PROVIDE DEPARTMENT HEADS:
NESS TRAINING CONSULTATION COMPLETE & DISCUSS READINGS

CO/ESC PREPARE TO QUALITY SURVEY & ROADMAP WITH CO
TRAIN DEPT HEADS CO: NOTIFIES NMQI THAT DEPT HEAD

RUDY YES? TQM AWARENESS TRNG COMPLETE
+S READY FOR DEPT HEAD TRAINING

DEPT HEAD TQM NMQI FACILITATE TQM DEPARTMENT HEADS:
TRAINING TRAINING AT CMD HELP DRAFT DIRECTORATE MISSION.

CO/ESC PROVIDE DEPT VISION. GUIDING PRINCIPLES
HEAD TRAINING DEFINE QUALITY
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Figure 4.

MAKING QUALITY HAPPEN:
The Role and Responsibilities

of Healthcare Leaders in Navy Medicine

Course Ob4ectives

Unit 1: Perspectives on Quality
- describe the course objectives
- discuss your expectations of the course
- identify historical highlights of TQM

Unit 2: Need/Benefit of Commitment to Quality
- identify the need for change
- define and discuss Quality
- identify barriers, aids & benefits of TQM

Unit 3: Infrastructure for Quality
- assist in establishing a QI infrastructure
- discuss roles & responsibilities
- relate vision, mission, and guiding

principles to the QI infrastructure

Unit 4: The Process
- identify and define the steps of a process
- define 'customer" and give examples of

internal and external customers
- define and give examples of selected

concepts of the QI process

Unit 5: The FOCUS-PDCA Quality Improvement Cycle
- describe the FOCUS-PDCA QI cycle
- identify and discuss the steps in FOCUS-PDCA
- list and describe the commonly used tools

Unit 6: The Quality Assurance/QI interface
- identify the strengths of Quality Assurance
- identify the pitfalls of Quality Assurance
- discuss the solutions QI provides to the

Quality Assurance pitfalls
- describe the three initiatives the JCAHO is

pursuing in transforming QA to QI

Unit 7: Bringing it all together: your role as a
leader

- apply the basic concepts and principles of
TQM in your command using key leadership
attributes, roles and responsibilities

- state your role in leading your command
through a Quality transformation

(March 1991 edition)



Figure 5

The Total Quality Leader
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People
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Concern for Production

Adapted from Management: Making organizations perform.

New York: Macmillian Publishing Company.
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Figure 7

Productivity and Quality Taxonomy

CLIMATE / CULTURE

STRATEGIC FOCUS
Awareness of Strategic Challenge
Vision for the Future

Innovation

Quality Policy & Philosophy

Value Systems & Ethics

LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT
Top Management Involvement

Visible Commitment to Goals

Role in Quality Improvement Process

Concern for Improvement

System & Structure for Quality Improvement

WORK FORCE
Awareness of Productivity & Quality Issues
Attitudes & Morale

Cooperation
Involvement
Perceptions of Work Environment

Social Interactions
Task Characteristics
Consequential Constraints

CUSTOMER ORIENTATION

COMMUNICATIONS
Excerpt from "Development of Productivity and Quality

Self-Evaluation Audits Final Technical Report"

Somers, Roullen & Hsiao. 1989.



Figure 8
Organizational Climate for Quality

Aggregate Category Mean Scores
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Figure 10

STRATEGIC FOCUS
Range and Mean Scores
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Figure 12

LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT
Range and Mean Scores
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Figure 14

WORK FORCE
Range and Mean Scores
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Figure 16

CUSTOMER ORIENTATION
Range and Mean Scores
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Figure 18

COMMUNICATIONS
Range and Mean Scores
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Appendix B

THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS
FOURTEEN POINTS OF TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP

i. Understana the mission and Principles oi
the Navy. Have a clear Arasv of how Your command
supports the Navy's mission and how the principles
aDDlv to your dav-to-dav actions.

2. Quality is the essence of TQL. Insist on
quality performance and material. Do the job
correctly the first time.

3. Know your iob. Analyze and understand
every facet of your responsibilities and those of
your people.

4. Words alone don't solve problems. Look
first at the process and the system for faults and
solutions, not the people. Improve the process;
train the people.

5. Quality training is the key to success.
People must be fully trained to do their jobs. You
are never too senior to learn. To do your best is
not good enough unless you are properly trained to
do the job.

6. Use analytical methods to understand and
improve your jobs. Graphs and charts, properly
used, are invaluable tools in this effort.

7. We are a team. We must work together
across departments and commands. We must listen to
the most junior Deovle. All are charged with
making the work place and quality of life better.
All suggestions for improvement must be explained
and action taken or rejected by the leadership.
The leader must provide those who suggest
improvements and ideas with feedback as to what is
being done with the suggestions. The leadership
will not necessarily adopt all ideas, but the
leadership must provide the feedback on every
suggestion.

8. Create an atmosphere of trust and open
communication where everyone shares a sense of
pride in their work. Get fear out of the work
place. Create an atmosphere in which people tell
you what is wrong in order that it can be fixed.
Unless we recognize the problems, we canno
imorove. We need to reward people who have the



courage to tell us what they see that needs

improvement so we can get better. Good ideas and
lessons learned must be transmitted and shared
between departments and commands.

9. Inspect smarter. Inspections should be
methods of learning and improvement rather than
threatening events. As all learn to do the Job
correctly the first and every time, the number of

inspections will decrease.

10. Demand quality, not quotas. Quality in

the work place and in our lives is what we strive
for. If we get quality, all the other goals and
quotas will follow.

11. Education and self-improvement are just as

important as training. We must always get better.

Everyone must be involved in training and

self-education.

12. All improvements, big and small alike, are

important.

13. Be a leader. Your job as a supervisor is
to guide and assist your people. The leader gets
his people the tools and training they need to do
their jobs correctly. It is the leader's
responsibility to insure his people are properly
trained for the job before they are vlaced in a
position of standing a watch, starting a pump,
lighting off a radar, firing a gun. loading a
missile, etc.

14. All hands, from seaman to admiral, must

learn to use TQL.



Appendix C

DEMING'S FOURTEEN POINTS FOR MANAGEMENT

1. Create constancy of purpose for
improvement of product and service.

2. Adopt the new philosophy.

3. Cease dependence on mass inspection.

4. End the practice of awarding business oz4
price tag alone.

5. Improve constantly and forever the system
of production and service.

6. Institute training.

7. Institute leadership.

8. Drive out fear.

9. Break down barriers between staff areas.

10. Eliminate slogans, exhortations, and
targets for the workforce.

11. Eliminate numerical quotas.

12. Remove barriers to pride of workmanship.

13. Institute a vigorous program of education
and retraining.

14. Take action to accomplish the
transformation.
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Presidential Documents

Executive Order 12637 of April 27. 2NS

Productivity Improvement Program for the Federal
Government

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and
laws of the United States of America. including the Budget and Accounting
Act of 1921. as amended. and in order to further improve a comprehensive
program for the improvement of productivity throughout all Executive depart-
ments and agencies. it is hereby ordered-as. follows;
Section 1. There is hereby established a government-wide program to improve
the quality, timeliness. and efficiency of services provided by. the Fetter:
Government. The goal of the program shall be to improve the quality and
timeliness of service to the public and to achieve an annual average productiv-
ity increase of 3 percent in appropriate funrlions. Each Executive department
and agency will gradually include appropriate functions in the Productivity
Improvement Program, so that by IM9 all appropriate functions are covproed.
Sec. 2. As used in this Order, the term:
(a) "Productivity" means the efficiency with which resources are used to
produce a government -service or product at specified levels of quality and
timeliness;
(b) "Appropriate functions- means those agency program functions that
produce measurable outputs in* the form of services to the public:
(c) "Public" means a customer outside the organization, such as citizens.
businesses. State and local governments. other countries and/or their citizens.
other agencies, the military-.
(d) "Outputs" means Products or services delivered to the public:

(a) "Measurement system" mean both the spec~ific measures used to deter-
mine whether standards of quality. timeliness. and efficiency of services are
being met. and she procedures for the collection and reporting of data resultirng
fro, application of Productivity uaunn.~

Mf *Organizational pedormaance standard" mesm a statement that quantir.es
and describes the desired level of quality, timeliness, and efficiency of
services to be provided by an otganIzadtion
(g) "Management review" means the review by the Director of the Office of
Managemet end Budget. as part of th budget p arocess of agency accomplish-
ments, and plans for management and productivity improvements.
Sec. &. The head of each Executive department and agency sMa&
(a) Develop a complete inventory of all appropriate functions to be included in

th podctviy rora. sedi aeny' lamag processto revisew crt
fienctdons. and develop agency goals and obetvsfor improvement In sWv-
Joe. tothe public.
(b) Develop and submit annually to the Office of Management and Budget a
productivity plan. Each plan shall confom to the policy guidance Issued by
the Dirr -ws of the Office of Management and Bud~get. pursuant to Section 6 of
this Order. end shalk
(1) set forth the agnen' productivty goash and objectives:
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(2) target pnronbea tor the year and expand coverage each subsequent year to
additional appropriate functions, with the objective of complete coverage of
all appropriate functions by 1991:

(3) describe the proposed actions designed to make the agency's operations
and delivery of services more efficient and responsive;

(4) describe the methods. including efficiency reviews and cost comparisons
with the private sector, that the agency will use either to improve its own
service, or to make use of commercial services available in the private sector
when it is economical to do so: and

(5) describe the measurement systems to be used by the agency to gauge
quality, timeliness, and efficiency.

(c) Implement the productivity progpam after the Management review by the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget as provided in Section 8.

(d) Assess annually the agency's progpess toward achieving objectives and
priorities. including documented gains and cost savings. This assessment will
form the basis of the agency's report to the President as required by Section 4.

(e) Designate a senior official responsible for guiding the agency's productivity
improvement propsm.

(f) Inform agency managers and employees that they are expected to be
responsible for improvements in the quality, timeliness, and efficiency of
services.

(g) Include productivity and quality improvement goals in the performance
appraisals of managers and supervisors.

(h) Encourage employee participation in the productivity progsm through
employee mainsifg employee involvement in work-related decisions, incen-
tives, reconition. and rewards and by taking actions to minimize negative
impacts on employees that may occur u a result of the productivity program.

Sec. 4. The head of each Executive department and agency shall report
annually to the President through the Domestic Policy Council on accomplish-
meats achi•ed under the pln M annual report will form the basis of the

aagment Report to the Congress.
Sec. L The Director of the Office of Management and Budget is authorized to:

(a) Develo and promulgate goal. policies principles. standards. and guide-
lines for the efective adminstratimon of this Order by Executive departments
and agencf and

b(b) Identify and propose the elimination of statutory and regulatory barriers
that inhibit opportunities to make improvements in producavtty.
Soc. &. The Director shell review, through the management review process.
each agec pouctivity plan based upon the requirements and guidanceissued pursuant to Sectiom s of ts Order. Nothing in this Section shall be
cmnstued a displaciq agency responsibilities delegated by law.

Sea. 7. The Diector of th Office of M -sanement and Budget shall submit to
the CampeWs in conjunction with the Plrsidents budget. a report on produc-
tility pla and c•omli•shmet of the agencies and the government as a
whoe.

Sec. L The Dircto, of the Office of PMonnel Management s1al1
(a) Review redera personnel policies and propams and make or recommend
ub chanes as ar appropriaee to support productvity improvement
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(b) Review Incenive poI.le. and proa-ms for Federal employees and make
or cemmead so* chaos" a an appropriate to incase the productivtty of
the Federal Govemment

(c) Develop ond Implement anin. proganm for Federal employees in @up-
port of productity ompvemnts:

(d) Review policiesnd prograe for Federal employees who may be dia-
placed by productivity Improements and make or recommend auch changes
as are appropriate to ensure that suca policies and progame will minimize
any adveo Impact an Federal employees.

Sec.. L ecutive Order No. 1355M of Febniary 231. 16L is hereby superseded.
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"EXECUIiVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
ý VZ tor 09FCE OF MANAGEMEN-r AIh SQ r

WA8HMdONOt a C 20=3

DATE April 22. 198a CIRCULAR NO -* m 2

TO THE HEADS OF EMCUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMOENTS

SUI3ECT: Federal Productivity and Quality Improvement In Service
Delivery

1. PurpoeS. This circular provides guidelines for the
development and implementation of a productivity and quality
improvement process in the Executive departments and agencies.
The overall goal is to promote the timely delivery of high
quality cost effective products and services to the public. The
objectives are to: a) implement quality and productivity

anagement practices.in every Federal agency; and b) make
continuous, incremental improvements in quality, timeliness and
efficiency of services.

2. &UgQri]J . Executive Order 12552 provides authority for the
establishment of productivity improvement efforts in executive
departments and agencies. The Executive Order places overall
direction of this effort vith the Office of Management and Budget
(OHS) and authorizes the Director to set productivity goals,
policies, standards, and guidelines for the administration of the
order.

This circular describes the objectives of governmentvide
productivity and quality improvement in service delivery;
provides guidance on productivity management and on the
development of productivity plans; andspecifies reporting
requirements.

3. Seon and anlieability. This circular applies to the
executive agencies listed in Attachment A.

4. anetl Definition.: The following definitions are used in
relation to productivity and quality improvemnt:

P ±iviJX: the efficiency vith which resources are used
to provide a governnt service or product at specified
levels of quality and tiieliness.

WW- ±1uA ivtv imamyean: a decrease in the unit costs of
products or services delivered to the public, vhile maintaining
specified standards of quality and timeliness.
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Quali: the extent to which a product or service meets
customer requirements and is fit for use.

quality improvement: an increase in the conformance of a
product or service to requirements or specifications, and thus in
the capability of a product or service to meet customer
expectations.

Oualitv and productivity relationship: improved quality of
a product or service nearly alvays results in improved
productivity. Quality is obtained vhen a product or service is
designed and produced to meet all requirements that the customer
specifies or expects. Inherent in a quality design and
production process is the avoidance of any rework or returns due
to errors, unclear procedures or any other cause. Resources
saved by "doing the right tthing:nrighl...the- first time" translates
into improved productivity (increased outputs and/or reduced
inputs). Having a catalitv focus implies that an organization is
making continuous improvements in reducing cycle time,
eliminating non value-added york and thus, reducing overall
costs.

Procram function: those mission-related activities that
provide services to customers outside the organization, and that
are sufficiently repetitive that they can be measured. Program
functions to be targeted for productivity and quality improvement
have been identified in the agency's program inventory, a list of
functions prepared by agencies during 1986 and approved by OMB
during 1987.

Outmuts: final products produced or services delivered.

Znna: costs of resources used to produce outputs. Theseinclude: (1) salaries and benefits of all employees who
directly or indirectly produce the outputs, including managerial,
professional, technical and clerical workers of relevant
divisions; (2) amortized capital expenses; i.e., costs of

-- advare, software, buildings, machinery, vehicles, etc.; and (3)
all other costs, such as non-capital contracts, direct material,
rent, ADP system ukintenance, telecomunications, supplies,
travel, training, etc.

Mgtco.sts: the cost of producing one item of a product orproviding one unit of service. Unit costs are det by
dividing the total dollar value of inputs by the total number of
outputs.

2
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5. Agencv Responsibilities.

A. Productivity and Quality Manaaement. Each agency will
implement an active, agency-wide productivity and quality
improvement process that incorporates the following practices
considered essential to productivity and quality management:

(1) Top-level SuDDort and commitment. Top management
and senior executives will provide vigorous support for
productivity and quality improvement by communicating its
importance throughout the agency. Commitment is manifested by
practical actions, such as leading the agency toward a total
customer orientation, constantly stimulating interest in
productivity and quality improvement, creating a positive climate
for improvement and innovation throughout the entire
organization, holding managers accountable for quality and
productivity improvement in performance evaluations, rewarding
quality and productivity achievements, and integrating
productivity and quality improvement planning with other
management processes.

(2) A customer orientation. Work should be performed
throughout an agency with the customer in mind, whether the
customer is internal (e.g., customers of personnel, budget,
financial offices) or external (e.g., customers of service
delivery, such as grant applications, licenses, health
regulations). The needs and requirements of customers should be
sought, clarified and satisfied. Where there are multiple
customers of a program with conflicting requirements, their views
will be sought, choices explained and compromises worked out
within policy and legal constraints. Continuous improvements
will be made in work processes to achieve top quality at the
lowest feasible cost and to satisfy customers to the greatest
possible extent.

(3) Written groductivitv and aualitv goals and an
annual improvement nlan. Productivity and quality goals and
objectives will be set-in all functions that are listed in the
approved program iqventory. An annual plan will be developed as
an integral part of the agency's normal planning process and
reflected in the agency's budget submission.

(4) Productivity and analitv measures and standards
that are meaninaul to amencY arosram-. Measurement systems will
be established that are straightforward, easy for managers and
employees to understand, and of maximum utility in targeting
areas for improvement in all program functions. Measurement
systems provide: (a) quantification in dollar amounts of
resources used as the input for production of a service or
product; (b) the number of units (weighted, if applicable) of the
product or service provided to the customer: (c) the total amount
of time consumed in providing the service or product to the

3
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customer: and d) the level of service or product quality, both in
terms of customer satisfaction (external quality) and of work
performed to provide the service (internal quality). One of the
first steps in establishing a measurement system is to determine
baseline data. Measurement systems should be able to determine
changes from the baseline in the ratio of outputs to inputs and
in the quality and timeliness of services provided.

Once a baseline is established, stndrd are set by
program managers that state what ought to be the level of work
accomplished, its quality and its timeliness in order to meet
customer requirements. This includes a number of aspects of the
product or service, such as accuracy, timeliness, cost,
reliability, etc. Standards should be: a) understandable, i.e.,
expressed in clear, simple terms that cannot be misinterpreted
(e.g., descriptions such as "helpful" or "timely" should be
avoided); b) azh cie under existing operating conditions; c)
consistent throughout the organization; d) flexible vet stable --
capable of being redesigned should the need arise, but remaining

in place long enough to provide predictability; e) ms. iurles,
i.e., expressed in terms of numbers. The subjective should be
eliminated to the greatest extent possible even in judgment-
intensive work. A good test is -- if several independent
reviewers apply the standard, will most or all come to the same
conclusion?

(5) Use of the imDrovement plan and measurement
system to hold manoers and eimlovees accountable. The goals set
in the productivity improvement plans, together with the
performance standards for each program function should be made
part of SES and merit pay contracts and employee performance
appraisals. Managers and employees should be held accountable for
achieving these objectives and standards, and rewarded
accordingly.

(6) Emplovee involvement in nroductivity and aualitv
inmrove-ent efforts. In order to achieve optimal productivity
and quality gains, teamwork at all levels will be encouraged.
Teamwork involves managers, supervisors, and employees fully in
improving service delivery, solving systemic problems, and
correcting errors in all parts of work processes. Teamwork is a
2rJWa= that provides employees with the opportunity to
participate in the decisions that affect their work and work
environment and in solving problems that inhibit a high level of
productivity and quality from being achieved. Group problem-
solving processes, such as "continuous improvement" teams,
"corrective action" teams or "quality improvement" teams are
methods for encouraging teamwork. The importance of employee
involvement in the quality and productivity improvement process
cannot be overemphasized -- each employee is an important source
of ideas on how to improve his/her specific work and the
operations of the agency.

4
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(7) Rewards for Quality and Droductivity achievement.
To support the involvement of employees in the productivity and
quality improvement process, agency officials should use various
types of rewards and incentives. These incentives could include

the traditional monetary awards available to agencies (e.g., spot
awards, gainsharing programs, and outstanding achievement awards)
and non-monetary awards such as certificates and plaques,
articles in newsletters, and letters of appreciation from top
officials. The creative use of incentives and the use of team
awards for group performance are encouraged.

(8) Trainina in methods for ia~rovina Droductivitv and
g. Senior mawkgement will encourage all executives and
managers to participate in quality awareness training which will
aid in setting organizational strategies for productivity and
quality improvement. Supervisors and employees will be
adequately trained in those problem-solving and analytic skills
essential for continuously improving their operations.

(9) Retrainina and glacement of employees affected by
improvement efforts. In the case where productivity enhancement
results in a staff reduction, agency officials will offer an
aggressive and positive program of assistance to affected
employees. All possible steps will be taken to ensure that
reductions occur through transfer and attrition, not reduction-
in-force. Agencies will re-train employees and transfer them to
other employment in theagency, if possible. Where this is not
possible, the Office of Personnel Management will assist agencies
in their job placement effotts (see section eight of this
circular).

(10) Reducing barriers to productivity and auali v
improvement. Agencies will periodically review their internal
regulations and policies to ensure that they are not burdening
their components and acting as barriers to productivity and
quality enhancement. Policies or regulations that require
extensive reporting should be simplified. Greater authority
should be delegated to the point of service delivery, so that
customer needscan be more rapidly satisfied.

B. Preparation of Acencv Productivity Improvement Plan.
Agencies are required to submit an annual productivity plan to
OMB in accordance with instructions provided in OND Circular
A-11. Each year the productivity improvement plan will cover a
new segment of program functions, so that by 1991, all functions
in the agency's program inventory will be covered. Plans are due
to OMB on September 1 of each year.
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C. !myleMentation of the Productivity Plan. Each agency
will implement its annual productivity plan following review by
the Director, 0MB.

D. ReDorting and Monitorino. Agencies will report on the
status of functions in the Productivity Improvement Program on a
quarterly basis and on the implementation of productivity and
quality management on a semi-annual basis. Reports are to be
forwarded to OMB by the tenth day of the month following the end
of the reporting period. The information required for reporting
is contained in Attachment B.

Each year an annual productivity report will be
forwarded to OMB by December 1, which will cover the prior fiscal
year's productivity and quality achievements. The format to be
used will be sent to agencies before the end of each fiscal year
(see section 10 below).

The information submitted in these reports will be the
basis for OMB's annual report on productivity achievement
prepared for the President and submitted to the Congress.

6. ONB Responsibilities. OMB will: (1) provide guidance and
coordination for the government-wide effort; (2) use productivity
and quality data in budget formulation; (3) track and monitor
progress in achieving productivity improvements; (4) work with
agencies to identify and reduce or eliminate unnecessary or
inappropriate regulatory and statutory barriers to productivity;
(5) create an atmosphere of positive reinforcement for
productivity improvement; (6) work with agencies to develop
quality and productivity improvement prototypes that can serve as
models for similar functions in other agencies; and (7) work with
OPM and other agencies to ensure that Federal managers and
employees receive continuing education in methods for achieving
productivity and quality improvement.

7. Role of the President's council on Management Inravement
( . The PCM1, representing the participating agencies, will
play a leadership ole in the implementation of this government-
wide effort to improve productivity in executive agencies. The
PCM1 will undertake projects to support and reinforce
productivity and quality improvement, publicize exemplary
practices and assist agencies to mount similar activities, study
and compare agency productivity and quality improvement efforts,
and provide recommendations for improving and strengthening
governmentwide productivity and quality in service delivery.

6
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8. Role of the Office of Personnel Management (OPM1. The OPM
will:

"o review and recommend appropriate revisions of personnel
policy and practices currently in effect to support and
facilitate agency implementation of the productivity
program. Areas subject to study and possible change include
classification, incentive practices, and performance
appraisal;

"o develop and issue materials on selected topics, such as
incentives and position management, to assist agencies in
carrying out flexible personnel practices;

"o develop and implement training programs for Federal
employees on quality and productivity management and
improvement; and

o assist agencies in their job placement and retraining
efforts to minimize negative impacts on employees that may
result from implementing productivity improvements.

9. Role of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (ILS). The BLS will
provide technical assistance to OKB and the executive agencies on
productivity measurement, when requested. This includes such
matters as selecting output indicators, improving their accuracy,
and weighting non-equivalent outputs. The Federal Productivity
Measurement System (FPNS), operated by BLS since 1973, contains
instructions, guidelines and examples for productivity
measurement that agencies should find useful in developing
measurement systems.

10. Intearation of the 2MB and BTA Productivitv Measurement Data
Systms. OMB, in cooperation with BLS, will issue an annual data
call to participating agencies requesting information on
completed fiscal year program accomplishments. Agencies will
send all data on functions that are part of the government-wide
Productivity improvement Program to OMB and all data on other
functions cove~ed by BLS' Federal Productivity Measurement System
to BLS. OMB will share all data with BLS, so that agencies need
only report on any matching function once, thus ensuring there
are no duplicative reporting requirements.

BLS will .process the FPIMS statistics for all agencies as it
has in past years, return the data to the participating agencies
and s1miarize and publish then. OMB will publish productivity
and quality data on the government-wide effort in the Uanagsame
Repor sent to Congress each year.

11. Produclivitv Resoure Center. The Federal Productivity
Resource Center, established by cooperative agency efforts,
provides information to agencies on various aspects of

7
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productivity and quality improvement. information is available
on productivity and quality improvement techniques and
strategies, good management practices, case studioes of successful
efforts to improve productivity and quality in both the public
and private sectors, and the development of measurement systems.
The Cents.', operating as a clearinghouse and referral service,
may be reached at (202) 395-3033.

12. Relationship to OKB Circular, A-76. Functions that are part
of an agency's approved productivity inventory that meet the
definition of a commercial activity in A-76 must undergo
competition with the private sector. These activities must be
competed as scheduled by the agency to meet the requirements of
Executive Order 12615. If the function, as a result of an A-76
study, is contracted out to the private sector, it vwil be
subject to A-76 program oversight.. On-the other hand, if the
function remains in the government; it will be subject to
Productivity Improvement Program oversight.

13. Effective lat.e: This circular is effective upon
publication.

14. u This circular shall have an independent policy
review to ascertain its effectiveness three years a:tar its
issuance.

15. m ies. Any questions regarding this circular should bedirected to the Productivity Management Branch at 395-3692.

Attachments
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Attac•aent A

Executive Agencies Included in the Productivity Improvement
Zragm

Agriculture
Commerce
Defense
Education
Energy
Environmental Protection Agency
General Services Administration
Health and Human .Services-
Housing and Urban Development
Interior
Justice
Labor
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Office of Personnel Management
State
Transportation
Treasury
United States Information Agency
Veterans Administration

9
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Attachment B

REPORTING SYSTEM: Part A - Semi-Annually
Part B - Quarterly

Progress in implementing government-wide productivity and quality
improvement efforts and instituting productivity and quality
management practices throughout the agency will be monitored by
OMB.

The report, designed for this purpose, consists of two parts:
A) department-wide productivity and quality management, which
will be reported semi-annually (due April 10 and October 10); and
B) status of program functions, which will be reported quarterly
(due January 10, April 10, July 10 and October 10). The
directions are below:

A. Department-wide Productivity and Oualitv Management

The section on department-wide productivity and quality
management consists of a brief narrative stating significant
action the agency has taken during the past six months and
activities Dlanned for the next six months. Both actions
completed and planned should relate to some or all of the
indicators listed below:

o Top management commitment to quality/productivity shown
in practical management actions (e.g., top management has
requested a significant increase in the employee training budget
for productivity improvement skills training, made it the top
priority in its budgetary request and plans to contract for
training 20,000 employees in FY 1989).

o Employee involvement and teamwork in problem-solving
and improving key services.

o Quality and productivity training provided at all
levels.

o Accountability for quality and productivity improvement
tied to managers, performance appraisal.

o Productivity and quality measures developed and
standards set for program functions.

o Elimination of barriers to productivity and quality
improvement.

o Employee recognition and incentive programs established
throughout agency.

10
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o Customer orientation permeates every program function.

B. Status of Program Functions Undergoong Productivity and
Ouality Improvement

Reporting on program functions where plans have been
submitted to OMB is on an exgeption basis. Normally no report on
a program function is necessary unless: a) OMB program office
has requested periodic information on a specific function (e.g.,
productivity plan lacked important data); or b) a change has
occurred in the program function that may have a significant
impact on productivity or quality (e.g., a planned improvement
strategy cannot be implemented; a new breakthrough has been made
in improving the function, etc.).

The report consists of a brief narrative stating Significant
actions taken during the reporting quarter.

XZEP NARRATIVES BRIEF. QUARTERLY REPORTS (PART B) SHOULD NOT
EXCEED TWO OR THREE TYPED PAGES. SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS (PARTS A
AND B) SHOULD NOT EXCEED FOUR OR FIVE TYPED PAGES. SEND REPORTS
BY THE TENTH DAY OF TIM MONTH FOLLOWING THE END OF THE REPORTING
PERIOD TO:

Chief, Productivity Management Branch
Financial Management Division
Office of Management and Budget
Room 6235 - NEOB
726 Jack-, Place N.W.
Washinqt D.C. 20503

11
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Appendix D

U.S. National Quality Award



UNITED STATES NATIONAL QUALITY AWARD

LeadershiR. This category examines primarily how

the senior executives create and sustain a clear

and visible quality value system along with a

supporting management system to guide all

activities of the company. Also examined are the

senior executives' and the company's leadership and

support of quality developments both inside

and outside the company.

Information and anals gs. This category examines

the scope, validity, use, and management of data

and information that underlie the company's total

quality system. Also examined is the adequacy of

the data and information to support a

prevention-based approach to quality using

"management by fact.'

qtratReicg_quiLitypRjlnning. This category examines

the company's planning process for retaining or

achieving quality leadership and how the company

integrates quality improvement planning into

overall business planning. Also examined are the

company's short-term and long-term priorities to

achieve and/or sustain a quality leadership

position.

I



Human resource utilization. This category examines

the effectiveness of the company's effort to

develop and utilize the full potential of the work

force for quality and to maintain an environment

conducive to full participation, continuous

improvement, and personal and organizational

growth.

9palityassurance of products and services. This

category examines the systematic approaches used by

the company for total quality control of goods and

services, based primarily upon process design and

control, including control of procured materials,

parts, and services. Also examined is the

integration of quality control with continuous

quality improvement.

QuaLitj results. This category examines quality

levels and quality improvement based upon objective

measures derived from analysis of customer

requirements and expectations. and from analysis of

business operations. Also examined are current

quality levels in relation to those of competing

firms.

Customer satisfaction. This category examines the

company's knowledge of the customer, overall

customer service systems, responsiveness, and its

ability to meet requirements and expectations.
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1990
Application
Guidelines

Malcolm Baldrige

National• •aird

"The improvement
of quality in
products and the
improvement of
quality in service -
these are national
priorities as
never before ."

George Bush



EXAMINATION CATEGORIES, ITEMS AND POINT VALUES
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award 'I

1990 Examination Categories/Items Maximum Points

1.0 Leadership 100
1.1 Senior Executive Leadership 30
1.2 Quality Values 20
1.3 Management for Quality 30
1.4 Public Responsibility 20

2.0 Information and Analysis 60
2.1 Scope and Management ofQuality Data and Information 35
2.2 Analysis ofQuality Data and Information 25

3.0 Strategic Quality Planning 90
3.1 Strategic Quality Planning Process 40
3.2 Quality Leadership Indicators in Planning 25
3.3 Quality Priorities 25

4.0 Human Resource Utilization 150
4.1 Human Resource Management 30
4.2 Employee Involvement 40
4.3 Quality Education and Training 40
4.4 Employee Recognition and Perfornance Measurement 20
4.5 Employee Well-Being and Morale 20

5.0 Quality Assurance of Products and Services 150
5.1 Design and Introduction of Quality Products and Services 30
5.2 Process and Quality Cnmtrol 25
5.3 Continuous Improvement of Processes, Products and Services 25
5.4 Quality Assessment 15
5.5 Documentation 10
5.6 Quality Assurance, Quality Assessment and

Quality Improvement of Support Services and Business Processes 25
5.7 Quality Assurance, Quality Assessment and

Quality Improvement of Suppliers 20

6.0 Quality Results 150
6.1 Quality of Products and Services 50
6.2 Comparison of Quality Results 35
6.3 Business Process, Operational and Support Service

Quality Improvement -5
6.4 Supplier Quality Improvement 30

7.0 Customer Satisfaction 300
7.1 Knowledge of Customer Requirements and Expectations 50
7.2 Customer Relationship Management 30
7.3 Customer Service Standards 20
7.4 Commitment to Customers 20
7.5 Complaint Resolution for Quality Improvement 30
7.6 Customer Satisfaction Determination 50
7.7 Customer Satisfaction Results 50
7.8 Customer Satisfaction Comparison 50

TOTAL POINTS 1000
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1990 EXAMINATION

The Leadership category examines how the enior exCcutIveS cr,--:c and •utain
aI clear and visil'lc quality value %,,tern aiong with a kupj- 7tiiw, ,.n -. a,'einent
system to guide diI activities ot the company toward +ti.Iii!-, excc-[.-'ice. A k,
examined are the -enior executrve<" and the compamn'- qaiitlc-.:ership in the
external commu01 z\ and how the company integrate, it- ;-lIHic rt-:-onsihiliri.
with its quality vilueN and practice'.

1.1 Senior Executive Leadership AREAS TO ADDRESS
,PI.) •a. senior executives' leadership and personal involvement in quality-related

Describe the senior executives' activities such as goal setting, planning, review of quality plans ano progress.
leadership, personal involvement and teams, giving and receiving education and training, recognition of employees,
visibility in developing and maintaming learning about the quality of domestic and international competitors. and
an environment for quality excellence, meeting with customers and suppliers

b. senior executives' approach to building the quality values into the ,eadership
process of the company

c. senior executives' communication. access and contact within the company
d. senior executives' leadership and communication of quality excellence outside

the company to groups such as natonal, trade, business, professional and
comr•unity organizations, and schools

Note: The term senior executives refers to Phe highest ranking official c, :he
organization applying for the Award and owse reporting directly to that or, cal.

Quality Values (20 pts.) AREAS TO ADDRESS
-escribe the company's quality values,

how they are projected in a consistent a. brief summary of the content of policy, mission or guidelines that demonstrate
manner, and how adoption of the the company's quality values
values throughout the company is b. company's communications activities and plans to project the values throughout
assessed and reinforced, the company

o. recent or.urreoaacticasiba demonstrate the importance of the Quality values
with respect to other business considerations, such as short-term profits and
schedules

d. how the company evaluates the extent to which the quality values nave been
adopted throughout the company. such as through surveys. interv.ews or other
means, and how employee acceptance is reinforced

1.3 Management for Quality AREAS TO ADDRESS
3J pts. )

De-cribe how the comranv intevrnres a. key strategies for involving all levels of management and supervison in quality.
itE quality values into ja% -to-day and principal roles and responsioilities at each level
management of all units. b. key strategies to promote cooperation among managers and supe'visors at

all levels such as through use of interunit teams or internal custor-er/supplier
techniques

c. types, frequency and content of company reviews of the status o" cuality
plans, and types of actions taken to assist units not performing according to
plans

d. how management assesses the effectiveness of its approaches a-Id improves
or changes its approaches to integrating quality values !nMo day-': -day
management

e. key indicators of involvement of all levels of management and of effective
cooperation among managers
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I Public Responsibility, 2 i•pi' AREAS TO ADDRESS
-k rihe how the company exrends it-

quia.lity leadership it the external a. promoting quality awareness and sharing with external groups such as
C.t inrlluuiniv and integrates its community, business, trade, school and government organizations
re,-,,n.,bilities to the puhlic for health, b. encouraging employee leadership and involvement in quality activities of
,...ty, environmental protection, and professional. local, state, national, trade, business and education groups and inCiical business practice into it,, qualit industry, national and international standards activities

c. full integration of business ethics, public health and safety, environmental
protection. waste management and other regulatory requirements into overall
quality leadership policies, systems and continuous improvement objectives

The Information and Analysis eNitc1, ,r examin-C the '>Cope, \ diti, L--.. ,1id
management 1t t.ua Jnd information that undcrlie the company, rotal .:u'lirk
imanaoemenr -- re1n. Also examined ' the adequac:V of the data and intormati.
to sUpport a re-, iniv'e prevention approach to, quality based U1-On
"'management m- tact.

2.1 Scope and Management of AREAS TO ADDRESS
Quality Data and Information
(.' pts.) a. criteria for selecting items to be included in the quality-related data and

Describe the company's base of data information base
,d information used for planning, b. scope and types of data: customers; internal operations and processes;

nagement, and evaluation of qualitv, employee-related; safety, health and other regulatory; competitive and
.ad how data and information benchmark data; quality results; supplier quality; and other
reliability, timeliness, and access are c. processes and technologies the company uses to ensure validity, consistency,
assured. standardization, review, update and timely access throughout the company

Note: The purpose of this Item is to permit the applicant to demonstrate the breadth
and deoth of the data assembled as part of its total quality meAegmeme1,,e#ert---
Applicants should give brief descriptions of the types of data under major headings
such as "employees -and subheadings such as "education and training. "'eams. and
"recognition. 'Under each subheading. give a brief description of the data and
information. Acua/ data should not be reoorted in this Item. Such data are requeCfed
,n other Examtr'ation Items.

2.2 Analysis of Quality Data and AREAS TO ADDRESS
Information i 2 ;)!, A Si
Pe,cribe how data ;Mnd inforim :ton ir,. a. principal types of analysis performed such as determination of trends,

.:cd , -iprr tt, otmi :\- k' orojections of quality improvements *nat snouico result from charges in p-actice
quiaiitv leadership ohbecrties m .m riici', or technology, evaluation of the performance of key systems, and assessment
manner. of long-term performance of products

b. how analysis supports key objectives and functions such as planning, day-to-
oay quaiiiy improvement activities, policy oevelopment, human resource
strategy development, and management review of quality

c. steps taken and plans to shorten the cycle of data gathering, analysis, and
access to improve support of company quality objectives

d. now analysis leads to changes in types ot oata collected. improved relhaoility 01
data. and improved analytical capabilities



The Strategic Quality Planning category examines the company's planning
process for retaining or achieving quality leadership and how the company
integrates quality improvement planning into overall business planning. Also
examined are the company's short-term and longer-term priorities to achieve
and/or sustain a quality leadership position.

3.1 Strategic Quality Planning AREAS TO ADDRESS
Process (40 p.) a. how strategic quality plans are developed and how they are integrated with
Describe the company's strategic quality overall business planning
planning process for short-term
(1-2 years) and longer-term (3-5 years b. principal types of data, information and analysis used in planning and feasibility
or more) quality leadership and evaluation such as customer requirements, process capabilities, compeive
customer satisfaction. and benchmark data, and supplier data

c. principal roles competitive and benchmark data play in determining projected or
potential improvements in quality, closing quality gaps, or exceeding
competitors' capabilities

d. how employees, suppliers, and customers contribute to planning

e. how key requirements such as new technology, employee education and
training, and improvements in supplier quality are determined

f. how plans are implemented such as through priorty initiatives or projects; how
resources are committed for key requirements such as capital expenditures and
training; and how specific requirements are deployed to all work units and to
suppliers

g. how the planning process is evaluated and improved

3.2 Quality Leadership Indicators AREAS TO ADDRESS
in Planning (25 pts.)
Describe the company's approach to a. citera the company uses for selecting competitive comparisons and
selecting quality-related competitive be ks: what areas to benchmark and with whom to compare
comparisons and world-class b. current sources of competitive and benchmark data including company and
benchmarks to support strategic quality independent testing
planning. c. current actions and plans to change the scope of competitive and benchmark

data, to seek new or additional sources of such data, or to change the basis for
selection

3.3 Quality Priorities (25 pts.) AREAS TO ADDRESS
Summanze the company's principal
quality priorities and plans for the short a. principal short-term and longer-term priorities and their relationship to the
term ( 1-2 years) and longer term company's leadership objectives
(3-5 years or more). b. resources committed to plans for education and training, technology and other

key requirements

c. how the company will ensure that suppliers are able to meet its quality
requirements

d. projection of major changes in the company's competitive quality position based
upon implementation of the plan
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The Human Resource Utilization category examines the effectiveness of the
company's efforts to develop and realize the full potential of the work force,
including management, and to maintain an environment conducive to full
participation, quality leadership, and personal and organizational growth.

4.1 Human Resource
Management (30 pts.) AREAS TO ADDRESS
Describe how the company's human a. how the company integrates its human resource plans with the quality
resource plans support its quality requirements of business plans
leadership objectives; summarize b. key strategies for increasing the involvement, effectiveness and productivity of
principal short-term (1-2 years) and al categories ot employees, including hourly, bargaining unit and contract
longer-term (3-5 years or more) e and managers
priorities. c. principal human resource priorities for the short term and longer term and how

they relate to the company's quality priorities
d. how the company uses its overall employee-related data to evaluate and

improve its human resource management, strategies, practices and plans

Note: Key srages mght inlude one or more of fte fdllowing: medunis for
pirtufI coopwation such as internal somrkirtechnigue or othe internal
pannsh~x; intives to promote labor-managenmet eotpean such as palnershpos
with unos ; caton or moddcatons in recogntion systems; meadwisms for increasing
or broadmning employee responsibikoes; and education and trairnig 1 .nitaives They
might also include developig pamershps with educational institions to develop
empbyes and to hw ensure thretu supL of w6Wrpared eapbyeesý

• Employee Involvement (40 pts.) AREAS TO ADDRESS
,jescribe the means available for all
employees to contribute effectively to the a. approaches to group participation such as teams: within functional units;
company's quality objectives; summarize between functional units; and involving suppliers and customers
trends in involvement. b. other opportunities for employees to contribute, such as through suggestion

systems or hotines, and how and when the company gives feedback

c. approaches to-entrnced emi-pyee authority to act (empowerment) such as
when quality standards may be compromised; means for encouraging
employee innovation; and means for increasing employee responsibilities

d. trends in key indicators of involvement, empowerment, and innovation for all
categories of employees

e. principal means the company uses to evaluate the extent and effectiveness of
involvement of categories of employees

4.3 Quality Education AREAS TO ADDRESS
and Training '-'7
Describe how the company decides a. approach and rationale for deciding what quality education and training, such as
what quality education and training is training in statistical and other quantitative problem solving methods, is needed
needed by employees and how it utilizes by different categories of employees
the knowledge and skills acquired; b. how the company provides on-job reinforcement of the knowledge and skills
summarize the types ot quality acquired in education and training
education and training received by c. summary and trends in types of quality education and training received by each
employees in all employee categories, employee category. The summary and trends may address quality orientation of

new employees, percent of employees receiving education and training in each
category, quality education and training costs per employee, and average hours
f...-i'ity education and training annually per employee.

d. indicators of effectiveness of the company's education and training activities
and how the indicators are used to improve these activities
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4 Employee Recognition and AREAS TO ADDRESS
formance Measurement (20 pc.)uescribe how the company's recogni- a. key strategies for encouraging contributions to quality including recognition oftion and pertoae omean'suremgni- individuals and groups; how balance is achieved - between individual andtion and performance measurement

processes support quality improvement; group recognition and between indivdual and group performance - to ensure
summarize trends in recognition, effective support for company quality improvement efforts

b. how recognition and performance measures reinforce quality relative to other
business considerations such as quantity; how employees are involved in the
development of measures

c. summary and trends in recognition of individuals and groups, by employee
category, for contributions to quality improvement

d. how the company evaluates the effectiveness of its recognition and
performance measurement systems, including soliciting feedback from
employees, to improve its strategies and methods

4.5 Employee Well-Being AREAS TO ADDRESS
and Morale (20 pts.)
Describe how the company safeguards the a. how well-being and morale factors such as health, safety, satisfaction, and
health and safety of employees, ensures ergonomics are included in quality improvement activities
comfort and physical protection, and b. analysis of underlying causes of aocidents, work-related health problems, and
maintains a supportive wo& environment;, dissat tion, for elimination of adverse conditions
summarize trends in employee well-being c. mobility, flexibility and retraining in job assignments to support employee
and morale. development andfor to accommodate changes in technology, improved

productivity or changes in work processes
d. special services, facilities and opportitie the company makes available to

support employees. These might include one or more of the following:
counseling, assistance, recreational or cultural, and non-work-related education

e. how employee satisfaction is determined, evaluated and used in quality
improvement

f. trends in.kMy 'ius".n ehai a...,mle such as safety, absenteeism,
turnover, satisfaction, grievances, strikes and worker compensation. Explain
adverse indicators and how problems were resolved or current status. Compare
most significant indicators with those of industry averages and industry leaders.
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The Quality Assurance of Products and Services category examines the
systematic approaches used by the company for total quality control of goods and
services based primarily upon process design and control, including control of
procured materials, parts and services. Also examined is the integration of
quality control with continuous quality improvement.

5.1 Design and Introduction
of Quality Products and Services AREAS TO ADDIESS
(30 pts.) a. conversion of customer needs and expectations into product and process
Describe how new or improved requirements and/or service quality standards
products and services are designed and b. methods and their application for assuring quality in the design, development
introduced to meet or exceed customer and validation stages; methods of testing and evaluating products, processes,
requirements and how processes are and services before introduction, including review of designs for feasibility and
designed to deliver according to the assessment of key factors in production and use
requirements. c. detailed control plan: (1) selcting and setting key process daacteristics to be

controlled and how they are to be controlled, and (2) service process and
delivery plan including selection of key characteristics to be controlled and how
they are to be controlled

d. steps taken in design to minimize introduction time

Notes: (1) In responding to this Item, PMnts s iu•d ef and servic
dwacWtwi biroaclI Most companie how both prodctr and swh dracitics~
to considr.

(2 Dpen on Uier 4 of bw46- it need to conkWlr auny fctrs 11 hin
product=adsriedsgnhcubgha safty og-tr perkmari

mesasurement cepabwp ocesWANF II -n I ' A4F§C
responses shou refled Mhe reqitwemwts of fte rodckis and amw OWe deive

5.2 Process and Quality Control AREAS TO ADDRESS
(25 pts.) -TO - -ADE -

Describe how the processes which produce a- Principal appoa s the company uses to ensure that processes which
the company's products and services are produce products and services are adequately controlled
controlled and how the company assures b. principal approaches the company uses routinely to ensure that products and
that products and services meet design services meet design plans or specifications
plans or specifications. c. method for assuring that measurement quality is adequate to evaluate products,

processes and services within the limits established in control plans
d. principal approaches to identify root causes of process upsets
e. principal approaches to the design of the measures to correct process upsets.

and methods of verifying that the measures produce the predicted results and
are effectively utilized in all appropriate units of the company

f. principal approaches of the company to use the information obtained from
process and quality control for prevention anid quality improvement

Note: For manufacturing and service companies with measurement requirements. ft is
necessary to demonstrate that measurement axcuracy and precision meet process and
product requirements (measurement quality assurance). For physical, chemical and
engineering measurements, indicate approaches for ensuring that measurements are
traoeable to national standards through calibatons, reference materials or other
means.
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* Continuous Improvement AREAS
Processes, Products TO ADDRESS

and Services (25 pus.) a. principal approaches to identify opportunities for continuous intprovement of

Describe how products and services are processes, including reductions in response times: evaluation of all process
continuously improved through steps; development and assessment of alternative processes; evaluation of
optimization and improvement of new or improved technology; use of competitive and benchmark data
processes. b. methods of process optimization such as controlled experiments

c. method for verifying that improvements produce the predicted results

d. method of integrating continuous improvement with daily operations and routine
process and quality control and of ensuring effective integration by all
appropriate units of the company

5.4 Quality Assessment (15 pts.) AREAS TO ADDRESS
Describe how the company assesses the
quality of products, processes, services a. principal approaches the company uses to assess quality, quality systems and
and quality practices. quality practices such as systems audits, product audits and service audits.

Briefly describe the approaches and how the validity of asse0sment 100s IS
assured.

b. types and frequencies of assessments and who conducts them: the company,
ustomers, government or other

c. how assessment finlings are translated into improvements such as in
prooesseM pmces, taiing and aq•w requiement

d. method for Verifying that improvements are made and tat they are producing
the predicsd resuat

5.5 Documentation (lopes.) AREAS TO ADDRESS
Describe documentation and other
modes of 'Lnwledge preservation" and a. documentation system supporting quality assurance, assessment and
transfer to support quality amirance, r .."-, t et4qm rd s.andlypes of activities covered; and how
asemment and improvement. documeem are used such as in slandardizalio, orientation of new employees,

and traniig
b. timely update to keep pace with changes in technology, practice and quality

improvement; disposal of obsolete documents

c. company efforts to improve responsiveess and access of the documentation
system such as through use of computers and networks

0
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6 Quality Assurance, AEST DRS
.iality Assessment and QualityRA O DRS

improvement of Support Services a. how the quality of support services and business processes is assu red such as
and Business Processes (25 pts.) through process and quality control and quality assessment; how and how often
Describe how the quality of support quality is assessed through audits, reviews or other means
services and business processes is b. how support services and business processes are continuously improved
assured, assessed and improved. c. current strategies, efforts and plans to increase and improve the participation of

support services in quality activities

Notes: (1) Examrple of support services mig~ht include finance and accounting,
software services, sales, marketing, inlbernation services, purchasing, personnel,
legal services, maintenance, piant and facilme management research and
development, and seo'etarial and othier adininit"ai service.
(2) The purpose of b9W item is to pemnut bpicnst highAuht separately the qualt
ASS~ae rmquality assessment and wMQm wvwvnt activftis krfur imfw tMat
suport fth primary processes ilvough Ic prodctics and services are prodce
Together Items 5.1, 52, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 should cover all operatiMs
processes and activitiss of all wvt* units. houwwvr, fth seleclion of suW poetvce -
and business processes for inclusion in this htem depends on the typ of business
and quality system, and should be made by fth Wpcant.

5.7 Quality Assurance, AEST DRSQuality Assessment and Quality AEST DRS
Improvement of Suppliers (20 pts.) a. process used to assure tha the company's qtuaty requirements are being met
Describe how the quality of materials, by suppliers by means such as audits, inspections, certification ard testing
components, and services furnished by b. strategy and current efforts to Improve the quallity and r espons aiveness of
other businesses is assured, assessed and suppliers, such as through parlonerpsh, training, incentives and recognition,

-noved. and to improve supplier sellection

Note: The iema sp*reheim to extenal provides of goods and sevw&

The Quality Results category examines quality levels and quality improvement
based upon objective measures derived from analysis of customer requirements
and expectations and from analysis of business operations. Also examined are
current quality levels in relation to those of competing firms.

6.1 Quality of Products and AEST DRSServices (50 pts.) AEST DRS
Summarize trends in quality a. summarize trends in key product and service quality measures
improvement based upon key product b. explain adverse trends and outline what steps the company has taken or plans
and service quality measures derived to take to prevent recurrence
from customer needs and expectations. I

Note: Key product and service quality measures are the set oftprincjal measurable
characteristics of products and services, including delivery and after sales services,
which, taken togethier, best represent the factors that predict customer satisfaction and

uaulity in customer use. Examples include measures of accuracy. reliabddy, timeliness,
pefrmace, behavior delivery documentation and appearance. Customer satisfaction

or other customer data should niot be included in responses to this Item.
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'Comparison of Quality AREAS TO ADDRESS
suits (35 p-s.)

Compare the company's current quality 8. bases for comparison such as independent reports, company evaluations.
levels with industry averages, industry laboratory testing, and benchmarks
leaders and world leaders, based upc.) b. current quality level comparisons with industry averages, industry leaIJers, and
the key product and service quality world leaders or other competitors in the company's key markets
measures reported in Item 6. 1. C. current levels and trends in relation to the company's quality leadership

objectives and plans. Explain adverse trends.

6.3 Business Process,
Operational and Support Service AREAS TO ADDRESS
Quality Improvement (35 pts.) a. trends in key operaing quality measures for business processes. operations
Summarze trends in quality which produce the company's products and services, and support services
improvement, based upon key measures b. explain-adverse trends and outline what steps the company has taken or plans
of business processes, operations and to prevent recurrence
support vices. C. comparisons with industry averages, industry leaders and world leaders when

such data are available. Briefly explain adverse indicators.

Note: Key opertg qua•y measras are the set of pdvira measurabe drmu1 1'
of processes such as use ofmwow, nuatral, energy and capdaL A tpxprem
measurs relatf to leadktWes, yem waste, inveory leves. rework of priodu n
repeat of serves, rwt-tMme succss rates, enworunmW wNwrvwIwngsb aid oer
armea.

Supplier Quality AREAS TO ADDRESS
Lmprovement (30 pia.)
Sumnw iae e W m a. tends in key' Nind o e quality of supplies and services. Oii ay ex'-
qualy of stpplies and sernces funý adverse tends.
by odte companies, based upon key b. brief explation of current supplier qualty and trends in terms of the
measures of product and service quality. company's key requements and actions to improve supplier quaiy

c. ghilgN awards and recogrnton the corpany's key suppliers have aecie
and the ro the compayayed in heffiin suppliers improve their quaity
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The Custmer Satisfaction category examines the company's knowledge of the
customer, overall customer service systems, responsiveness, and its ability to
meet requirements and expectations. Also examined are current levels and
trends in custemer satisfaction.

7.1 Knowledge of Customer AREAS TO ADDRESS
Requirements and a. procss for ying market segments, customer and potential customer
Expectations (5 opns.) groups, including customers of copetitors, and their requirments and
Describe how the company determies expectations through surveys, inerviews and other contacts. (Include
current and future customer reqrements information oan frequency, durati•otn ectivity, and depth of data collection and
and expectations. who collects such information.)

b. process for detyn product and servic quality features and the relate
importance of these features to customers or customer groups

c. cross comparisons with other key daft and information such as complaits,
losses and gains ot cuslomers, ad perormance data that may yield
information on customer requiements and expectations arid on key product
and service features

d. how the company evaluates and uiproes the effectiveness of its processes for
determining customer requirement and exectations, such as improved
surveys, other customer rcs.r, analysis, or cross companin

Note: (1) The buyeroe parOiorsw= may not be e ed ~ur. Thls
kbn•fg cusomer Qgrous neaa dsi to Wo ko account boM ft buyr and the end

(2) Pmducandswvktekawf~~Na teeWreto h ilratd u ---- &edpwdby
fte ustnvýmw~f dielm and eýswv*ie, AW nay iqorn

ainbnwowme*nI A r Im cu~w wo~fuy. ThemAse b a*, o km iluef

Z2 Customer lu b AREAS TO ADDRESS
Management (3Opa.)Managemenoth c p ro e 8a. process for ensuring that customer service requirements are undermood andDescribe how the company provides responded to throughout the company
effective management of its relationships
with customers and how it ensures b. means for ensuing easy access for customers to comment, seek assistance.
continuous improvement ofdcustomer and complain
relationship management. c. follow-up with customers on products and services to determine satistaction and

to gain iormation for improvement
d. empowering customer-contact emolovees to resolve problems promptly and to

take extraordinary measures when appropriate
e. special hiring requirements, attitudinal and other training, recognition, and

attitude/morale determinatio of customer-contact employees
f. technology and logistics (infrastructure) support to enable customer-contact

employees to provide effective and timely customer service
g. analysis of complaint inrormation, gains and losses of customers, and lost

orders to assess costs and market consequences for policy review
h. process for evaluating and improving services to customers
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23 Customer Service
indards (20 pas.) AREAS TO ADDRESS

-.scribe the company's standards a. selection of well-defined.,i'eyesrbe stan& ,ds derived from
governing the direct contact between customer requirements and eupexans
employees and customers, and how b. employee involvement in developing, evaluating and improving or changing
these standards are set and modified. standards

c. deployment of requirements, uvilor standards information to all company units
to ensure effective support for astanier-contact employees who are expected
to meet the companyls cutInws.c standards

d. tracking to ensure that key seric siadards; are met
*. how service standards are evaksatmd arid improved

24 Commitment to Customers AREAS TO ADDRESS
(20 pts.)
Descuibe the company's commitments to a. product and service guaratees arid product warranties:
customers on its explicit and implicit conditions, -I -sA -dI!i and credirdy
promise underlying its products an b. other types ofcommibnien ts 1. cwuy makes to promote trust and
services. confidence in its podut~Mard aevima

c. how imnproviements intie compaty' products andolor services over fth past
*three years have been Vunduid Mb dimies mn guarantees, warranties and

other commitments

-Caunpaint Ramoutfion for
ality I-1Mprovemient (30 pts.)

Ulescrib how the compony handles a. proces for ensurflA t #0 in ard ibui complaints and critical comment
complaints, remolves than, and uses made to differev comparri wt mb 1 qpgi for overall evalusilon and use
complaint information fix quality whereveir appropna ", 1,i 1opnimpveentand prevention of b. p rocem for ensurigthat cmoli~ -lresole promptly by customner-contact
recurence of problemts. -1 %oyeft - summaize * s kcios ad kiproe response includin trend in

informatk to tousprovebot
d. rocss orevaluatin the company's handling of cmlit oipoebt
teresponse to comiplaints and So ablity to tasaetefnig f

preventive measures
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5 ' Customer Satisfaction AREAS TO ADDRESS
tecrminatheiomny(5s methos for a. types and frequency of methods used including procedures to ensure objectivity

determining customer satisfaction, how and validity
this information is used in quality b. how satisfaction is segmented by customer groups, if appropriate, and how
improvement, and how methods for satisfaction relative to competitors is determined
determining customer satisfaction are c. correlation of satisfaction results with other satisfaction indicators such as
improved. complaints and gains and losses of customers

d. how infonrmation on key products and service quality features tha determine
customer preference is extracted from customer satisfaction data

e. how custome satisfaction information is used in quality improvemnent
L. process used to evaluate and improve methods for determining customver

satisfaction

7.7 Customer Satisfaction Results AREAS TO ADDRESS
(50 prs.)
Briefly summarize trends in the a.trends in customer saftisaction and key customerr satisfaclion' clcatoma for
company's customer satisfaction and in producls and services segmented by customer groups. if appropuilat
indicators of adverse customer vesponse. b. trends in major adverse 4 1dicators such as complaints, clIms greluns,

mandatory recalls, returns, repeat services, replacements. downgrades. repairs,
warranty costs and warrant work. Briefly explain adverse trends or data poinits.

lnot- : (1)Adwe ndmIcamtos obe swiwmurzdhiDi in' emen W$ts to a svu ua
byeuaimbvaw *ran balo~rAubiomn sc as bygovalnmwifiV rllrx~cwO~wN1U

; -Trens hi adWrse Wnin -w where Oie actin such as rocalfornso set vrke.
is klitateI by# cieompany iftelfshouLde be Wkrxwdbi bIft 6. 1.
(2) if Oie mwiwy hasmcan ,v~vdsywzcia undar neguI M or orwen over Me-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~ai Iys aws i~i uihbuin iMl i.Ull e hown-cict -4
wow -wkv or cufwnt staus.

7.8 Customer Satisfaction AREAS TO ADDRESS
Comparison (50 pes.)
Compare the company's customer a. comparison of customner satisfaction results with industy averages, Windistry
satisfaction results and recognition with leaders and world leaders, or with other competitors in the company's key
those or competitors which provide ffiarkets
similar products and services. b. surveys, competitive awards, recognition and rating by independent

organizations including customers. Briefly explain surveys. awards, recognition
and ratings.

c. trends in gaining or losing customers. Briefly explain sources of gains and
losses.

d. trends in gaining and losing market share relative to major competitors.
domestic and foreign. Briefly explain significant changes in terms of quality
comparisons.
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Total Quality Tools and Techniques



This mwtcn -rvie som strctme too tat hae roe

hiq1y vahxmble In qmlity g ,m zt. Dcxiptlcw ar m~il~y

brief, aIRM at seving an a zes.xm foe vow] famd4w withtbs

tools who am looking for speciff tachicqm to hlnp j~3inthUe

-1t i am ywoinm. Thy fall ifto Onw r min caingowe:

Flo Fch arting

* Z~*-ginstm d q

*Cam and effect analysis

'1FCU fleM anlsi

*Te uto -m

- Attrdhztescntrol dmzt

- Variablo cobl cat

- Tbe x-R omitol. chowt

- h zxm chart



FLOW CUMS

Vihat It Is

A flow chart is diagram that shows all the major steps of a Ip'"ass.
Pzpriga flow chart is one of the first things to do in aaalyzing
a proe. It uses a set of stmad symbols to dctuxeet the jxnm s
stps, es-t g tem in m easy-to-unduta pictorl t.

Why It Is Useful

"- flw charting, tea m c betr ixVu• Ai te
poa e v are respansible to aJmw4h. h flow d"-r

11 to bow the difftcn steps In a I ar 11 am zlated to eac
oth. It Prw Iri i h for I 11ifig wlw-a. a Fdvidm,
couwl poaints, data collactim points, JIe4a .i , In tedc
fEl, Ma cbuious ky points In the jzl -s. it is also an
eumllt training tol for now eloyees.

Mien it is Ued

* lo mialyze relatl[mi . beabi seqmltial act~ivftfs
*As a tedhique foar fuI IzxuSming problems

* As a souz= if n timi for p U= i fimtion and
resolutin

* an malyze catomer a activo ies

Now It Is Done

1. Scing together 1 11P, i P I atime F - all 1P1 aqmt~t x-emibasde
for the I nm so that they ca peoar the aalysis together.

2. Title the chart with the xm of the pr m - anlyze& if oe
is e tihn wm, dMagem th an ue drts mIa umm them
saqMaItially.

3. List all major steps Involved In the prcems ••wtially. In
sme ceses, it may be mie to start at hlemen of the-pocem-
and4 k towamrd tihegiaying - , tier,, teflow i alumy. dasmn
be~g/znig at the top left come of the dumrt. NIkm sepoc
bow-iJ are clearly defined.

4. Using theset of symbols draw the flow diagram. (Cbnowtrate on
major pLoemuesm, so that thm fow cdar wiI.I fit an a single page
if posb]. hcdart should rr-esent th• mwy things am.nut
tim my they are awosed to be.

5. %hen pocmme arem eX, o[g cIsat nead-a thizd-ti flow
darts as necessary to adeqmately Lxeak dam all major 1r 1;us
into the c tNo parts.



ý"~t it is

Iiangizwin Is briniging bagamU the relevt perommia to viamlize
whaut an peapuim ca be withot imW. it - rast u a 6m Ida ~tmc
forC i Froin actviie to aiim at.

vawy it is Wafuuti

Im providing a tognt- fa pqZma~t wdtvitimih
focuse th Soin, 1 :efart, asists th wiii an ball f ths
1nVolVed in thS aff~t. Ul at@ bM*e to "Mft to a*dian the

Wima it Us Ib~d

*At tt outint of an Iqroin effart

* bvm ti mmoen eff= t is refocused

aH. It Is Dwe

1. Draw a f3ku dat of the a~ I ag -the act~mfLy fol lla.
2. ku, a Lime ch of how the Io wlild fuz~mat It euerydb~ng

wet digt.
3. ompum tt tw 1r to dateadn Wb tiW mw 41ftm.
4. 7bxgft Idma aim of iFFOLnMM fW I j it: a ffimxtM.



mtat it is

Brainstomsin is am idea-geneating tecixaqas. a gem*~ of =&vje is
give a ymoblem to soive. Part-icrt have time to de]ibrat and
are Hm .aind for ther respone.

Wwz It Is Useful

Braiustxxsmg'w ca pro&x a wide variety of Ideas in a dxwt period
of ti.. It jVcoivdk a mehmim. far full I rPwdclpstim of tegm.

I 'Iw bida DOiin I l91Wht th temm knxu - a whoas it
sti-datmm th teians a tivity and comtmn levea.

Wim~ it Is Used

To lb llact ,I 2.oI "m -t %JLparMbmitie for jirodAe him afictici
Tol estel~ig goalms andxi ct:m
To lbIdentify iRMW~/aztutspi, M fativitie. and ow~ ara h
aoit mzucting a f~ae cha
To lbIdentify r momt cena iwhen ac, nw muting a ýmm andl effact

7 b sigmt; vossible uobzticm

How It Is Don

1. Sol ent 01 ml 'AI B Metin ng P3lacew the tei Ca function

2. Cmw~ly statote p jxmbU or t anc d md muc all ~eshave
a clea IzxI r JLing of it.

3. 3*c eac xm~w of the- tem to j~mthip/be ide, mn at a
t4i~ n aNOMO. Wmmn ~mom m~ld psm If tbm dm't h

4. Have a zWmr 10w ite, t topic and all axwetcmu mi a
flip"wat a hwy ame gue tus minyu-n -
the night of sams itemi wil trga om iden or xinin not
yrwiamlay Ca.~fding&

5. IR m -d .swetin ammaty as given.. melmnoi j~uftots wxtil
th iom has been aamclated, when no m imeas are being

6. Ekv~xxage mmeyme to pwrilt.
7. After all 4 are listed, dchc each am with the graW fcr

cdax- ieif n.
8. Have the gro e so tele e J= they axe worth

--- 9dn- 7h ids ueIx is relatively quidc and gives evexiym a
chance to cotibute.



NOUDaL GnRR TECH

What It Is

Ninal gu tedmqs (NM) is vey milar to baiznwstadng eampt
the tarn are given tim to write dom tbeir ideas first.
7 on,- in fashion, of the group each offer m
Idea In a Sht r*•us, WIich is I on a flipdurt o board.

why it Is Useful

Sis equclally used when a largo mmber of ideas am to be
ge uMSI n a perit eod of tim.

How It ZIS lw

1, Smala an 01 al IInI 19 Plum wihe the tome fuction
idlabzbed.

2. Cleery IIa eta e xoblemi r at n md mwa me all, m have
a cle ]aa of it. Wkite it on a fliMpdrt wdoe all
toro ls can am it.

3. Adc all .m P "ar to eJit ts ir ideas on the P Ioblm to
t c. li.s Subild tba q1udinotay 10 .w1ites.

4. A -.d mc mbor Of the teem to II-t his/hoc Idea, w at a
tim., In sT•u embers siiojld pass if tbW dan't have
an idea..

5. Hmma Ino %rite th tpi~c SW all 99ailim ý o a
Oftheqy we guca tm so con sem s t- sm

6. 81 1 4 -d t elady W Vrn. H" no Judtmmu muatil
the I m bs been cmaplett, lt %e no awes bedz

7. &are to tlclpatm.
8. Aftr all JdAam listed, dlock emb ca with t grou for

lari mta and wmlzatim.
9. Have ; art Heintts silositly e~zwm the list and select "teir

top tbm, five- -or serm - bp--a- on (20t-'t 25% of the
List.) An it cacul t otmr topim ýIoty item, r dI thm
on the flipdbmrt.

10. Haim thtat p fiv pricity itms to develop oOMusM. Develop
an action plma to aow sh tem.



FRM -BM
Cuemi an afect Analysis

whaat it Is

The coune and effect diagrn (fidc dlapqm) in a gcmbic too] to
holp amlYus Ypcdleo. It uses hIne and symbols to 5 nmth
relsatisW~ between effect and couse.

Wh~y it in Useful

ThiS toqiin :lm1 a gmuw zemca a com uimudzm o- Iii3 S~hemdZ -Iing-now.bof the
YabRn. It C=-b ztb mwfwwt Jzc~mwat blooth

-ofj~~ - 8" ebar amp~d to alL. c& ibpcm

IN t In Used

Afte a pxdlm a Is srnlWan~d icorefully deie and def me
colisocted cn Potmdlal inoum, a mýma n FS, efI dlaý cm be
I tImd to aid turfn in -'CU nod~Iymbodbounwand efet
xmIatiamiiPw n miS f~ut IMi room m Icmeof tb w~t

HOW it is

1. it, -th effect - lned - as a mkt of th q 1~m. ftd
is a xumilt of Ibijroblsm this is nofte d1d frmtm th as(Pat It In a bca and dc an amw eeg to It. feumw

FS th dfre~m of bfune
2. Decift1 uitbmiw comma 4m Vidt. tboe In bma placed

Vend Ial to fowu ftwoof mem, ftm
th baume to ft inw amby ~wr mImudgtfWm I It.

3. ku ~ Aw causes. AiM thes to the dmt ainu
Iamez to fte m j - -meam. If we~ m~rCuse leds to.- -

moi adz Co mm, ad it aw am -~ at tht Vunt.
4. INm , h cimmwd o~* ah ~ bhbw mmplbd c ixue the

root -ose and prcitim them Urbn verfy the 4~ by
gathe g, data. 'Cme and offct amalysis is vey useful at
9PatWng a list of potootbal golutidw. '.iflotica of roo t

ounew co lead to a solutlam.



Statistialk Ni mm 14ti1, l todbuomm to acki ad
analyze Jo so Bat the data can be ime to solve pjxctiza1
peda2I. Uin od am be appied to -prtcaUmly anyddng such
an 1mbl In koi~g siaum I ing. acmtiug

mginxt or odm ara.

ow7sy atm Weful

Staium. mam ue to sbj* an owuaL I of a
mvliso b~it cowbondiied to r o-hoissUmIrpansble

4LtoAzr jW ----A-I betwmm -i L'.~- in
the m go spo ft irnit hf

- -zudCinmaz cxwmw arm, lchina id inm

asigoflemo aspeil muo we the xrilt ofan -yIn th
iiuywt- that joevoito theI r1 pmo mo from becming astift Use. of
a tapitm toamqo mdom it poonihl to Jdm*W any todion
th- IdAUtty In a Iroandm Inxuem CW or "mibu of
a pru.

A adds. vocety of stadetidcal tedziqzin Is availIabl to bmip
acoq 4,1,q~ty 42 Fm -- P djsoftim. A 3.iatmi, umb of -haa

. pe domodb bslme. Hower, It Is ummmW af~ml to
Im a I da Wim at ti rmeto of a proet to duu timorSMs
aftcimean mol WwoM uqw of wdakig oeat lbwalomlua d

-ta- -,i Su. (M OtoUty Avotumeha aI a I datical 1a i

Ulart it in

a Faw disg Is a sqedalizd type of colmn gcmqb used to

hftbm bv ca fti left adthe adnn I I. ia - to the

vtaz it is use"

j2im Panh kj~nop wtabo that a few wvww tjyplmly aomt fo
most v=c mdalmom @WL~ n m-ct ame gumm1y 3mo Imparet. Thin
is of tm% x so11 to asthe 8D-20 rule, weme 80% of the ptudlev
remilt from W% of the cumnw. 7im Pareto dia~am eniables us to
a a, Pm IF pm I yvablem from futme c~orbm tin-e and to foam c.
the higýmt 1sjroj item for iiedala ivrzovztP

taui It is Umod

Pareto amaymis is a bitaly useful sup whom selecting
i; rrillems/ -tifying1j ri ~mam-t o~pi; xtuaMR, as..rdng oft minn
couos of prblem, wad prioritize solutiai. Pareto diagxms arwe
especially amliu~sbieud tha ae plotfted befoe mid afte aqmlity



Imc INWPP t to Ahm N bafI- 9Cwaha benmief.

HOW it is D

1. Idenitfy all possible pjxblei and collect data. Find oit how
freauuztly et ptblems o ~ and the ~dmagi of the

~~ng coeta
2. Costut a tale, listing th problems froi~ th utnatep to th

smel lt byth Un umbe of oi - 1 fn total c nta of i , , eftc.-
~awis -metzleavnxt to the 1mo~ being solve&

3. Prqepu th fcmmide fo th Pna o dam aa listn. m m I cm:
I~itdammca frn left siftan -pmtgnrcatbe xJ* aiim16

4. Flot- Owa@ 1p1a -Owltow 1Mthqmk Urnc
fiznMa tba IefMM COWE, .Uwltsm- Id~t sma bldmw

FmReb cc Jn~hmm mt, eft. Plaea. a tat In 11= Id& fim riZA
sift of ankafmou Vb hul* of the dot dwI& oq=L

- -- --- AO of alU go -chmm to the left CEOft U~Cabi.
Cbmat thema dats.

5. Qpeaf the diagnmamit ldrn.s and a legn, .~ -zh Ijjjý
u ~~of the daft wbe It am collected, .ixo collece It an

an a~ dae relevat data. 7rn =~ at the top of the diagc
(~mfK 1M~) In the totel of all cxalwon.

D.ou th Pa ato diagcmw soe it whr dich of th jxolem we
the "vital fw," it In we of the wat effective tools not only fo
fO~ng timmm pim~em bit also fresimmtimng the mpdtoft of
benefita ponible.

U -OG
Wh~at it Is

A histapcm Is a qiape l type of cabiwn 9 S'tht dimplaW th
vari~imit dtiain a S gg

2he hlstcq dxm an OMU h1.e pdctmu cc bm a Pwmm
in cutratly apemting. it also pcowide a quidt methd for viendng
how te ir iqoit effor. In an 1 in going. A hiutogrm cm
be ined to are ctual -- mmmmn wtha expecte Hi I~o Jitbidei.
Unuful or ".uadfcmeS II - mWt lnuy I mtha t a pwome mneab
-- - - tigaticm to, detenmizne ItsIag auin of utd.lity.

am iIt in Mid

ast 7g r ai ca be plotted whenever it is deired to obtain a 9~dx*
ov!e~visru of the varidlity within a proceeta. This is often. I m
before selecting particazl I pr! 11m for 41 ; n a . Histograsin
also be IAf F rOdJCImlly dztx:~i Ci ipountPrOain to
enable the teem to see dmrjg.

How It IS .r



INddg a MuxbVM begiam witha ooleting tedat , Shc a be
Son a Specal Check-sheat do.iand for the e type of jo - to be

The rang of tem ItA10 is deteroind by m tingy I d eal mI gt
UmmarmIn Fr the largest. "Ais rarw is tben divided Into swelleI

~mbgocies, and themuwb of Inata paints Inside each cwbagoy is
deterIzmi. 2hi larger the unber of dat- poinmts woLiowd the

ax the aM~b of a A nItg.goLee. "the infatceirwa is 14- pintted
as 'vertical bers on a graph.

A L dbsiktiam bes "Wa xitiuipziamg dmwabmctics: it
is I~ ml wt=3In ball-doe, and ho a vnixodal diw tiond
- - .- % mum -bt socehlf of the axwe Is a lazo mp. of

the atI.ý 3slLtm& that theaw a ax e vaus mawhi the
.idkle of the stiabuzdime The wav det yn coUect;, the =me the
histng WUdLL ummlly ismdInt a nonml cun - if th case of
variation amranmon.

CCHL OMS

%hiat They Fire

Qantrl Cbwts do S it of a ~i ,mns w etim andareuse
to detacazm uin tkar that 1Pc1in. Is aczaýIi I at an opearting in
atatistici control. Of the owzy posible kinds of comtxul darts,
14WC wre tM mai tye: cmzoLA1- dar So attcibutes a cwitwl
drorts fw vriale. AtIdbztin czibol drts Fe am Vne, plot
CCM cc m tg of miniLm of "go/h W velbm suc a
%.*mera r IKa otrt In in cw cut of talewm. Vbiji1b Mtroj
dharts wem un to plot mood fiI of a vwir3ab
da~ractiaridc such es aime cw uioibt of th smimed itm.

whlty Imvam Wefol

Cmtol -art.I3L 4Mm1J hm -IatIdP of sesle to the
aveage cIxnP values and 7iW~iy he juoviai sio~ificanit
ina~ge abot th Imu of vaclaio In a pwow. Ib Ideatify
dunguMS In the Fp' - am, whichd am re iztxdit by drift, a abift in the
cembiline1 or averge valne, or Izxx~ead variability. Charges In
the ; ro n ,1,n1 mdately reflectedi on the control dart

Me ThW Are Used

Qintrol d1-t -1 e twed to pcuvideIna i ate s fe a Wboit the
behavior of a woros- n . They are, In eupaMe, Static piCtULVS Of the
variation that is ocxzrring. As mxwi, they al].cw the pwmces to be
MMAiknr P , Wi~th the goal Of redLIAM thm vSX.iatiui.

HOWu it I8 DOxM

7he general Procadkire for Larutig a cortrol dhart is a fotw-s-tw
r ~cnsr as follo":
1. Takem a aeril of sIaw] Fo the pr Tsshe1 u of itm

examined should be the same in each exuzile.



2. Whil czal aadmg daftmaintain a lng of any 3unE3 1 r3 e
disgin amb~ as a dait dwnWgm of tools, different batch of raw

maeras that ts~ -D]
3. Cbpd trial control limits.
4. Chart th I aga inst th trial control limits to detneri if

any of the =w9 axe out of control; i.e., outsid5e or beywdx
th coabrol Un~it 14n

If no s~am s axe cut of cwtl, the procs is said to be in
control and free of speola' cause. in this cae, the tsoc is then to
est@lish Control cbtu to "I th Irce-u to ind sure it stays
In cmozl. Ufarts wetim trn mme to zu~xig the comm aminm of

if the S.c In cut of caubl, the I ig. Is aet to imm'goi the
cmzt-of-cazzb6C dists. vot mad fizxl thempedoal -amm that -

tbm-R I Iaca tbm be mWwto elimint Ith specal -amm.

- U I MM HR
What "we Are

ftcrihx-te daft am typimilky cataw by coxdup th nt at o
Items ini on c tw or-- b- Theia cm: gP i l z mgth s -

cc-ar enc of the 4 -tectiistic badeing ne for emq1l, a pwt
my be can~doing to speficatian w nort azzfeinbm A Uibt hbil
efte lI I ups cc it dow e wt 14 z. Im am ftem data, th Ita
eitb has; the dIn m I Pstic or it domm't.

Uayr "We Me Lft

atIt, lbziba aonru1 duastx am- uemafytm~l In ainlyziz ag 'iuit
cofl=a" SWU~M -suc -0MI, irgvinpf I,
efficienc, -ade j -m andob Scma cd amm~w anlysis.

rj PPtX 8M m PI JN M to rut Indh wam pw@tjoulnrLY
pco~c urn~ "ie a a mm u to manitw.

Whn ftay fte M"

7tme arwe four mainattributma control diax-ts: tw types that coun
ImFete units and tw that cout the =mar of iudividul 1 1 F
(y a~ tban daefecve wsits). The stia~ntf bmbmm cotng
dsefetsn and countIng defective zunits Is tbft cunmting IdefAct of i
pouilIm a mom yeacis pdictixe of qality th couind th nd
of defective waift, i~ Pim my be a lairgI z.xdw of ds~efect (or
only one) In a part found to be defective.

Itwe twoi of attributes control dints tiat count defective
units are the np and the p dbarts. The rip daert plots the mu.be of
defectiv I uits In a saw]e, and the p diart plots the percentage of
defective units. In genrl, the 'p dinxt is used when the sample
size In constant (such as when 20 units axe evauisated. eii day), and
Th. e p diar t is used whom thesme asou vare (asch as uwhe 10
units ame evaluated one day, 50 the m In, etc.)



7 -. two m of =F- buft ccobl charts that coumt: then mx~a of
IindIvidal amft ther c: elmrP and the u chart. 7he c chart plats
then zombe of Miami persmpule, and the u dhart plots therm m I Of
In fP!,Is perunit. Mm generl, the C dhat is used when the samle
size is F I-, and the u dhat Is wad when, thrn samle size varies
(such as whe diffecent-size docLants are ocupaxged ).

v~smurz L amms

Wh~at 2hey Ace

Variabe cmpl, dArts we ut atis a charts based mn miummilo
11n 1 20SlM quality that is used foc a pm-caulwa

dar t Is to~ as th valable. .(Cou l darts for v~aribe
am sud an md gmmUar y Lod to imv fficdm* and

acurtedet. abm* tu 14m bein studiie tun dob atftJlfts

2lare In. a udd %o udaty of vaiables czztol dArtshat cm be
m~~axted. CUadng thrn -E bein cbamwed; , o

thei ZM x of q=U~lty -a ix P e IaFI~r I, tw iman type of
veeddile COM]CA- ta am fraqwntly moed - the z end a U ~t . 2he

ba awath z mom;tat an a=j is bein anuu~md
dartedl Mid the CbEt IsCa Imid the "k-ber" chart. MWn R uteif fe

. Te won m I dar cm be combined Inzto a single o! yP Jom as
the z-R cmb=L ch ,t. flu z cbt plats the averag (cmor m) of
trn In a sampe.

7lu s-R Cab1 Chet cr "X-B=:-R Mut

(~~ h Iý Is Irftatuxl at ~fiti gvs~uii

2an mai adntgsa h - oto hr sta tgvnsaf
daft abm* a siuigis 141 wofetic of a t:i o~rIw;, P toi , wichd
Pcovids clme to henlp isolate tin probilem. A &M- umvms PWIs tint if
the x-R darm:t Is usd to maur~e I ,Ir r, - q or 1poro- Ps tirnt: have
w=W variale, -j dharts are xequiud, one fo :~* variable
-I --o' d IsO"* This can a fte be vay costly, so the x-R
cwtrol. dhat Is of tu used in conjunction with~ attributes control
charts.

W=It is Used

The x-bar-R conuatxl dart is used whenever possible, sid~ it
provides moe inftacmeda on the variation within a posthan
nust of then other rixavrousnt too's

HOW:2 It IS DMI

1. Collec thet data. Ideally, nmr than 100 data points are used
(for mople, five data points eac~h day for 20 days).
Preic'-Cl Ity Or time mat redcke this rxmtar SOiewtt.

2. Compue then sem or average value for e~ac of thrn five data
polInts collected eac day. This is called thrn x.

3. Compute thrn range, or R. For each- sample of five data points
collecte emac day, this is trn diffieraxe betmm trn high



4 .

defs, and the low daIa piLnt.
4. Plot th x and R values ante x-R ontrol dart. The x plot is

gemeally located above the R plot.
5. 0ontA the cetra lire for each of tte x and tih R graihs.

7h2s is dcne by adding up the values of all the x data points
and dividing by the iuIer of x data p•ints (if th smiple size
Is crmistent), and doing the ame thing for R data pints.
Draw tea two central Ine on th cantrol dwt .

6. Ompute tihe =*tol IuI.nd by applying the t •:•"ga• e

7. Ootltm R:e R cmitrol limits the ae mW. 1kmw t lines m
them ccnml dcaLrt.

8. Copbte the x-R dat by adding all needed, idnmtificaton to
tsch t. IncxludeAn ahct m to show the rlbz of items ineach mo

2he RCharOt

A simp] varation of thm cantral dwt is tim run dwt. this Is a
simal mai~d for onflh U g thm staciity of a IP, 1 and is of tal

tiIPr nhd dlhe t m m a is tailsng pian Thfs type of dqWr is
used Itm mly, but it is fer less useftu tim a c l dot
bin.. It &= not dmfine in- and ~ otcf-S ~ l ow fm. e
of sOaN AtimlS xpim cixtIol Sol be .c I - 'Py, at lamt
at first, by addtng cxntrol Limits to eitring ru darts to minimdze
tlme c ao solving 1alem and maximize effiv i real 1m.

HOW it is DM

( T uct a rum dart, ofllect a series of data pIntsQ the
pwom !and pilt them In s• =u= on te dhart. tUm 20 data points
bvo been plotted co"apts tim wnatal Ike. Mem cmnta] 21nm Is the
average c the plotted points. Then, ma yu omitina to p1o furtim
date poifts, ym an =r mtx tim Iproo1m. It Is ;1 gP - a tint thm
pont IdL., mom the oezntal hm (or average) in a random yet
f-eguen 14L ' ..... .-

Fkcn prt Mhity tiuc~y, the hlkIlxbwd of see cw x - ocutiv
data p oints oczrrin cne sftd of thm cmntnal lnm is very small.
W-isn such a sgmme cmuz, it sijsft that: a chwxA in the prIcss
bas OC~urs1. Trwestigata j tm dma gs(s) tat cmxsed it. This may
epa P ithtm l btsdxstiw of tms !rc or an Increasm In

quality. tm mun dart is also valuable in providing a pictorial view
of the stability ct a irom- .- s 1 Aah, it allo . atvu3 to be
datactuc quiddy for corrective action. Itmaver, it deI't
necsarily show when xrectve action is required.

Deciding hen to use control dharts: and at type of c 1 dhart tco
use isn't always easy. Sun it is guierafy not feasible to diart
every Wrlable or every rxr!nsm, it is Jipxtait to give some
cxxademtims to ritexudniing the cL~rjma pr r nes to monitcr.
The follkding stmg can be useful:



1. Flcw dw the Deftm. in, th: critica emn1ts of thm
pni:i. Use Pllzyto, ansje to set piorities.

2. Ch~oose the elements to be monitored. Your focuzs should be on
prIe=vtixxg ,,defects ratmr imrin on just deteting th,.

3. Decide which type of control chart is applicable
4. o1lectthe dinecsary data, cxx:sing the app.".riate sample

size, etc.
5. Cwtzuct a control chart with at least 20 data points.

Analyze to sea if the poc:m is in co:trol by calculating
central Li.m adi cntrol limits.

6. Clt munnu :Lg tme procesm, h.Uile consulI seeking we"
to re=s m nd sapecial causms of variatm. RBeview tem
zr.lWm with a s •tt• ici and adjust conto Ulzi and

7. Few Indicaly zai maln thi eo In~cs of mon:itarzig arding
to tUm t-ye of contzrol chtn used and the results being

.ontal dar t ar e.ipcla.ly valuable when used In canjurctixx with
ParsW diagem and fiden di 7hew ¶tm W diagram
IPmrm1i t•e freqm cy of the pt and my as t what suld
be A g fIMaI. Its h r or frnequeny d I-I a is us.! to
detsimm if mm tm crm viable is affecting thm ;crm mra d to
VICIft y P11I, mads Atu the procms. UWe of t•e control. cimrt
completes: the pctue by poviding a tims - of 1ci
stability. 1ogatim-, ,t I'm d ti• tls provide a highly effective

fC a~dlwIui aotjxitizurin qlty qprn comum



Appendix F

Navy Medical Department
Strategic Goals



NAVY IDICAL DEPARTWINT STRATSLIC GOAL8

$TUTUIQZ. Q 1: The Navy Medical Department will
embrace and implement Total Quality principles
through the commitment of its leadership to
transform the internal culture of the entire
organization to one dedicated to continuous quality
improvement.

§?ATfIQ GQ-& 2: The Navy Medical Department will
guarantee timely access to the finest quality
health care for all those we serve through
effective management and coordination of resources.

hTUT59 O 3: Navy Medicine will serve as an
aggressive advocate and primary consultant for all
wellness/health promotion programs in the U.S. Navy
and Marine Corps.

ITBATIIIQ QhL .4 : We will maintain a dynamic
capability to meet the medical requirements of the
Navy and Marine Corps in support of their worldwide
missions.

IJATIQ GO_• I: We will develop an informed,
interactive resource/acquisition process that
acknowledges requirements, articulates them in the
most defensible terms, and applies the resultant
resources in the most effective manner.

1T2U5Z.I •QAL §: The Navy Medical Department will
provide the very best education and training to
enable its personnel to reach their full potential
in support of the Navy and Marine Corps mission.

STRATEIGI QQ!j# 7: We. the Navy Medical. Department,
view effective communication as vital for our
people to realize our vision. We will create an
environment in which we will continually strive to
improve the information flow at all levels, openly
seeking new ways to share information and eliminate
barriers to communication.

STIATGIC GOAL 8: We. the Navy Medical Department,
will respond to the needs and expectations of our
customers in a shared, supportive, and
comprehensive manner at all times.

UT]qT|ljg gOj, 9: We will make it known to all
that the Department of the Navy operates a health
care delivery system second to none.
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NNMCINST 5450.1

ORGANIZATION MANUAL

NATIONAL NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER
BETHESDA, MARYLAND



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NATIONAL NAVAL MEDIC;XL CENTER

BETHESDA. MARYLAND 20814-000 IN REPLY REFER TO

NNMCINST 5450.1
01

02 MAY 1990
NNMC INSTRUCTION 5450.1

From: Commander

Subj: NATIONAL NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER ORGANIZATION MANUAL

Ref: (a) NAVMEDCOMINST 5450.1

Encl: (1) National Naval Medical Center Organization Manual

1. P. To promulgate the mission, functions, and
organizational structure of this command while ensuring
compliance with reference (a).

2. Cancellation: NMCNCRINST 5450.1 and NHBETHINST 5450.1.

3. Sc2Dt; Enclosure (1) is the approved organization for the
command.

4 ActgiJ:

a. Enclosure (1) is effective immediately.

b. The Commander will approve all changes.

c. All Directors and Department Heads shall bring into
compliance those areas under their cognizance. When changes are
required to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the
organization, the cognizant Director will submit the change to
the Director for Hospital Administratio

4I
D. F. Hag

Distribution:

List I, III, IV

Copy to:

BUMED (MED-09)
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NNMCINST 5450.1

National Naval Medical Center
Bethesda. Maryland 20614

COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS, MISSION, AND FUNCTIONS

Status

The National Naval Medical Center (NNMC) is in an active status
under a Commander.

Command/Support

NNMC is under the command of the Commandant, Navy District
Washington, D.C. (NDW) , and receives resource and technical
support from the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (BUMED),
Washington, D.C., through the Naval Healthcare Support Office
(HSO), Norfolk, VA.

Area Coordination

NNMC is under the area coordination of NDW.

Mission

The mission of NNMC is to provide a comprehensive range of
emergency, outpatient, and inpatient health care services to
active duty Navy and Marine Corps personnel and active duty
members of other Federal Uniformed Services; to ensure that all
assigned military personnel are both aware of and properly
trained for the performance of their assigned contingency and
wartime duties; to ensure that the command is maintained in a
proper state of material and personnel readiness to fulfill
wartime and contingency mission plans; to provide, as directed,
health care services in support of the operation of the Navy and
Marine Corps shore activities and units of the operating forces;
subject to the availability of space and resources, to provide
the maximum range and amount of comprehensive health care
services possible for other authorized persons as prescribed by
Title 10, U. S. Code, and other applicable directives; to
conduct appropriate education programs for assigned military
personnel to ensure that both military and health care standards
of conduct and performance are achieved and maintained; to
conduct graduate and postgraduate education programs for medical
students and Medical Department officers; to participate as an
integral element of the Navy and Tri-Service Regional Health Care
System: to cooperate with military and civil authorities in
matters pertaining to public health, local disasters, and other
emergencies; to maintain the command in such a i.annei- so as to
ensure the successful accreditation and recognition of
appropriate governmental and civilian agencies and commissions,

Enclosure (1)



NNMCINST 5450.1

13. Conducts selective rotation of personnel for education and
training purposes and to maximize efficient and effective use of
health care assets.

14. Provides administrative and logistical support to the Navy
Clinical Investigation Program as directed.

15. Negotiates and executes Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs)
and Interservice Support Agreements (ISSAs) for the purpose of
mutual education, training, or support services.

16. Conducts the Decedent Affairs Program under the general
supervision of the BUMED as outlined in current directives.

17. Provides medical equipment maintenance and repair services
to assigned health care treatment facilities in the local area as
required or requested.

18. Operates equal opportunity programs in accordance with
existing laws and regulations.

19. Maintains a liaison with and provides naval representation
to various military, governmental, commercial, scientific, or
professional committees, groups, and organizations with regard to
health care and related subjects as required.

20. Develops plans, objectives, priorities, procedures, and
standards to ensure that the health care requirements of the Navy
and Marine Corps units of the operating forces, shore activities
and other authorized personnel within the assigned area are met
in an effective, efficient, and timely manner.

21. Ensures operational disaster plans for the command are in
place and functional, including procedures for care of mass
casualties.

22. Budgets for and designates resource and manpower levels for
the NNMC.

23. Operates a budget execution system and ensures that
financial accountability is maintained for the command.

24. Operates the Offices of Medical and Dental Affairs to manage
the non-naval medical and dental care program.

25. Provides support as prescribed in the Board oi Visitors
charter.

3 Enclosure (1)



Appendix H

Climate version
of the

Quality and Productivity Self-Assessment Guide
for Defense Organizations



CLIMATE

A list of statements will be presenze& Use the scale in the box to indicate your answers.
There an no right or wrong answers. CL-cle the number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 that you eel
best indicates your extent of agreement with the. smtement.

1. strongly disagme
2. disagree
3. somewhat disagree
4. somewhat agree
5. agree
6. strongly agree

1. People in this oon are awane of
itsoveran mission. 123456

2. In pnezaL this organSizations customers
" believe that we caue about what they think. 123456

3. = *pl mn hs oranization we aware ofbow dheirjobs contrbute t the arganizatio'smiion. I 123456

4. z's in evoryoes best In- p is dw this
org-as um* be successW 123 456

5. People in this raiaion us a of
how -he Uraiainsmsinc n aiues
higher lvel Dfes) (QrM) (Navy) (UMC)
(Air FAme) (Agty) muio ad nadonal
wen.-being. 123456

6.n~l ti ranrdn custo lerswould
notPpebewhb'e vaiffiwereposible. 1 2 3 4 5 6

)

e2.



1. strongly disagree
2. disagree
3. somewhat disagree
4. somewhat agree
5. age
6. Msngly agree

People in this organization:

7. try to plan ahead for changes (such as in policy)
tha might impact ormpeformance. 1 2 3 4 5 6

8. try to plan ahead for technologic changes
(such as n develet in software)
that might impact ou mism performance. 1 2 3 4 5 6

9. regularly work together to plan for
the futun 1 2 3 4 5 6

10. see continuing met as essential. 1 2 3 4 5 6

11. c about what will happen to the
orgpmiinm after weyare rassigne& 1 2 3 4 5 6

12. Cýea"i~ is actiel encouraged in zhls
2 alsra•ai o.a 1 2 3 4 5 6

13. Inavamn, anu th peope who In abeedt
in hdds ua r Ig =a 2 3 4 5 6

14.71 ohulty ouro work is F, oned only
.... .a _compl1shm as the overridn

focus ctisoraatdo. 1 2 3 4 56

15. Eva k of
ccouces= wzththene--for quality. 1 2 3 4 5 6

16. Coanuu quality mprvemet wihi thi
arpalzad canleadtom 3- 4 5 6

17. People in this brpnzato know how to define
the qualy of what we do. 1 2 3 4 5 6

IS. Every member of dt.s oSgaizatio needs to
cotibuMttoqualityimpovemeAM. 1 2 3 4 5 6

2



1. strongly disagree
2. disagree
3. somewhat disagree
4. somewhat agree
5. agree
6. strongly agree

People in this organization:

19. live up to high ethical standads. 1 2 3 4 5 6

20. like to do a good job. 1 2 3 4 5 6

21. emphasize doing things right theirst ime. 1 2 3 4 5 6

The lead$(s) in this org a (People at the highest level):

22. are committed to providing top quality
22. propctsuwk 1 2 3 4 5 6

23. regularlyreviewthequalityofworkprodtoed. 1 2 3 4 5 6

24. ask "eole about ways to improve the wo*kprdn& 123456

25. follow-up on suggestis for m 1 2 3 4 5 6

"The leader(s) in ths oran-o (people at the highest level):

26. set zamples of;u =ypr racin
theirday to day acvie.123456

27. rpeully review h orgaia dion's progeM
toward meeg us goaosad objecive 1 2 3 4 5 6

28. e tof•nd out why the ogn 2 3 4
notbe meen apudcuWa 1 2 3 4 5 6

3



1. stngly disagree
2. disagree
3. somewhat disagree
4. somewhat agree
5. agree
6. strongly agree

People in my work unit

29. tr t their spervi, for advice about how
toniotewr k - 1 2 3 4 5 6

30. know that their supervisors will help them find
awers to problemsthey may be having. 1 2 3 4 5 6

31. are challenged by their supervison to find ways
to i the system. 1 2 3 4.5 6

"The supervisors in my work unit

32. make the coninoemeut of our work
ropprlorty. 1 2 3 4 5 6

33. reuur ska cusiomus about the qualityof
Wo••rk thy teeltt y 1 2 3 4 5 6

34. Thme suucw oft i e za maks it easy
to focus m quality. 1 2 3 4 5 6

35. The way we do lp dis isud
couiulmmwlit quaity. 12 3 45 '6

36. Peou•o may vto unit undmmnd how
a ?u!Wt empbauloo lad Momuw productive
anee oos 1 2 3 4 5 6

37. Peoe ia my wodr uit ca deutbe the
i 'u s qualky ad productivity policy. 1 2 3 4 5 6

4



1. st-ogly disagree
2. disagree
3. somewhat disagree
4. somewhat agree
5. agree

L6. strogly agree

38. ee m, my work unit believe that quality andPUT-ity improvement is their responibity. 1 2 3 4 5 6

39. People in my work unit take pride in
theirwork. 1 2 3 4 5 6

40. People in my work unit share responsibiity for
thesaccess orfailureofourserv wworodum 1 2 3 4 5 6

41. People in my work unit believe that their work is
knpornttothesuccessoftheoverallogaaniion. 1 2 3 4 5 6

4 W at rln t t etee. 1 2 3 4 5 6

43. Cco-wmrkm in this craiao eope-a wish
echotdh to ptd.jobdom 1 2 3 4 5 6

44. A "i-kof ccop -9o and mwm edasm
inthismmno. 1 2 3 4 5 6

45. We bvegodd r .ldoauh .a wher
gmpmiom thatwe wek wih. 1 2 3 4 5 6

4.i in my Wk unit m 1234

46.n mn 3 4 5 6

47. Peoplulsin m work =fit we involved in Ipoiu g
-- oumvl- /p fMLk. 1 2 3 4 5 6

5



1. strongly disagree
2. disagree
3. somewhat disagree
4. somewhat agree
5. agree
6. strongly agree

48. We have the ap personnel in my work
unit to get the jobdone pmperly. 1 2 3 4 5 6

49. The work goals or adards in my work
unit ame generally fair. 1 2 3 4 5 6

50. The supervis in my work unit do a good job
ofseningworkexpectations 1 2 3 4 5 6

51. People in my work unit we friendly with one
anodier. 1 2 3 4 5 6

52. in imywat nt'enjo theitco-waims. 1 2 3 4 5 6

53. We bm no r em de, a
mauiamuinmywo&ku iojpesduejobdone. 1 2 3 4 5 6

54. Themo Is njdu Pm weoneed a my wok
= =;I19 ed codmeauiaa~d md 1 2 3 4 5 6

55. M jdbugmo of wok Paug e people
imzywackiaaliweflalmaed. 1 2 3 4 5 6

o7kjoI s i m a profs•u•smal•1 1 2 3 4 5 6

57. My work unit is m P , popeuly toge
thajobdme. 1 23 4 56

6



1. strongly disagree
2. disagree
3. somewhat disagree
4. somewhat agree
5. agre
6. strongly aree

58. People in my work unit are rewarded
for good work. 1 2 3 4 5 6

59. People in my work unit are paid fairly for the
work that they do. 1 2 3 4 5 6

60. Attempts are made to ponote the people in my
work unit who do good work. 1 2 3 4 5 6

61. People in my work unit receive promotions
because they eaned them. 1 2 3 4 5 6

62. Supervisors in my work unit give credit to people
when they do a good job. 1 2 3 4 5 6

63. There are penalties for people in my work unit
who do not perfrm welL 1 2 3 4 5 6

64. There is quick eogoitio for people in my
work Vni for o k2and-g pefornance by an
individunal Oream. 1 2 3 4 5 6

65. People i my work uni kow who ther
cus s. 1 2 3 4 5 6

66. Peplepin myw rkunit caeabouourcunmom . 1 2 3 4 5 6

67. Thea me efieceud mm channels
bet, ene-=-u-mu inso-r aahad=u 1 2 3 4 5 6

68. People in my wock unit do nt have to rely
oo'thspupevine'orrumwrfori~mado. 1 2 3 4 5 6

69. People in w"r =it hoe ample opportunity
to exhneinfornatiom with thm supervisors 1 2 3 4 5 6

70. Pepine in my work unit gV the faun and the
info imad aheyusd toodoagoodjob. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7
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Appendix I

Authorization Letters



"7 j•DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NATIONAL NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER

BETHESDA MARYLAND 20889-5000 IN REPLY REFER TO

1520
01012
24 May 91

From: Commander, National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, MD
To: LT Wynett A. Isley, MSC, USN, 19-50-7378/2300, Naval

School of Health Sciences, Building 141, NNMC, Bethesda, MD

Subj: AUTHORITY TO USE EXISTING DATA

Ref: (a) Your Ltr of 21 May with end

1. Permission is granted to use the data gathered by the Naval
Medical Quality Institute during the week of 13 March as
requested in reference (a).

2. Request you provide your analysis as discussed in reference
(a) to the Head, Manpower Management Department.

D. F.AE(

Copy to:
CO, NSHS Bethesda



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES

BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20889-5033 ;N REPlY REFER TO

1520
Ser 01/0630
22 May 1991

FIRST ENDORSEMENT on LT Wynett A. Isley ltr of 21 May 1991

From: Commanding Officer, Naval School of Health Sciences,
Bethesda

To: Commander, National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda,
MD 20889-5001

Subj: REQUEST FOR USE OF EXISTING DATA

1. Forwarded, for your consideration.

K. D. GIBSON



Naval School of Health Sciences
Building 141

Bethesda, Maryland 20089-5033

21 MAY 1991

From: LT Wynett A. Isley, MSC, USN, 179-50-7378/2300
To: Commander, National Naval Medical Center,

Bethesda, MD 20889-5000
Via: Commanding Officer, Naval School of Health

Sciences, Building 141, Bethesda, MD 20889-5033

Subj: REQUEST FOR USE OF EXISTING DATA

Encl: (1) Climate version of the Self-Assessment Guide

1. It is very respectfully requested that I be permitted
to retrieve and analyze data collected by the Naval
Medical Quality Institute from your senior leadership
during the week of 13 March 1991. These data have no
personal identifiers; participation in the data
collection was voluntary.

2. In partial fulfillment of the requirements for a
Master's degree in Healthcare Administration, I am
undertaking a descriptive analysis of the Organizational
Climate for Quality in the health care setting, under the
direction of the Baylor University Graduate Program
faculty. This analysis is an attempt to quantify the
status quo and provide baseline data for future research
in Total Quality Leadership. As the flagship hospital
for Navy medicine, the National Naval Medical Center is
an excellent candidate for this baseline research.

3. The Department of Defense Productivity Program Office
has given blanket permission for internal use of the
Ouality and Productivity Self-Assessment Guide for
Defense Organizations. This self-assessment tool has
been found to be reliable in measuring the perceptions of
individuals regarding their organization and its quality
climate. A copy of the Climate version of the
Self-Assessment Guide has been enclosed for your
information (enclosure (1)).

4. Favorable consideration of this request would be most
appreciated. If you desire, the results of my analy.3is
will be provided to you or your designated point of
contact within one month of receipt of permission to use
the requested data. T can be reached at extension 5-1204
or extension 5-0385.

Very respectfully.

(~J/ttA.atsl



APPUDIX J

GLOBBANY

Brainstorming: a tool used with multiple
participants for creating as many ideas as possible
in as short a time as possible.

5,.eakthrough: a decisive change that brings about
a new, higher level of performance.

Ohampion: executive management members who sponsor
early quality improvement efforts.

Cheaksheet: a tool used for gathering empirical
data.

Oo ýon Cause: an occurrence that can be controlled
by modifying the process.

Cost of Poor Quality: the costs incurred by rework
and inefficiency.

Cost of Quality: investing the time and resources
to plan, provide training and implementing quality
improvement systems.

Customer: any individual affected by a work process

Customer Requirements: the customer's needs and
reasonable expectations that are focused,
measurable, and agreed upon.

Defect: not meeting customer requirements.

Effect: the noticeable symptom of a problem.

Zmpowerment: enabling employees to study and
resolve problems that directly affect their work
area using quality improvement processes.

Facilitator: the coach who guides a process team
through the problem solving process and who makes
sure the total quality tools and techniques are
used correctly. Also stimulates the team leader in
team building and overcoming barriers.

Feedback: communication of data to sources which



can take appropriate action.

Ishikawa Diagram: a visual tool for generating
possible causes to explain an observed effect.

Papeto Chart: a measurement tool used to identify
and focus on the vital few factors that most
greatly impact a situation.

ParPto Principle: 80% of the problem is caused by
20Z of the factors involved; 80% of anything is
usually focused into the top 20% (the vital few).

Problem: an area that needs to be improved.

Prooess Capability: statistically, when a process
is within its upper and lower control limits (six
sigma boundaries).

Process Flow Chart: a step by step sequencing of
events to detail a process.

Process Team: special focus teams made up of six
to eight individuals with profound knowledge and
experience of the process to be improved.

Quality: a clear understanding of customer
requirements with a process that consistently meets
those requirements.

Quality Control: a managerial process which
includes evaluating actual quality performance,
comparing actual performance to quality goals, and
taking action on the variance.

Quality Council: a committee of upper managers
having the responsibility to establish, coordinate
and oversee managing for quality.

Quality Planning: the activity of determining
customer needs and developing the processes and
products to meet those needs.

Requirements: specifications to which the service
or product conforms.

Rework: performing a procedure again because the
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original results were not recorded, were lost or
were unuseable.

Boot Cause: a major contributor to the problem.

Special Cause: an occurrence over which the system
has no control.

lupplie,: those individuals whose output becomes
our input.

Nyuptom: the noticeable effect of a problem.

TaUepoing: changing a process to eliminate symptoms
without affecting the root cause.

The 00/20 Rule: sase as the Pareto Principle.
Management may interpret this as: 80% of the
problems within an organization can be attributed
to the systems; the remaining 20% to the people.

Variation: the degree to which a process
fluctuates.

Work Prooess: the step by step procedure followed
in performing assigned tasks.
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